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1 .0 INTRODUCtION 
The risk af reliabil ity degradatian due ta micracircuit aperatian in cyclic 
and law temperature enviranments is generally recagnized. Repeated expansian and 
cantractian at microcircuit materials can result in failure due ta fatigue afld/ar 
mechanical averstress at material interfaces havi,ng different thermal caefficients 
af expansian [1,2]. 0peratian at law temperature, especially near the dew paint 
af either the external ar internal package atmasphere, ca,n result in maistu,re 
related failu·res such as carrasian, leakage current, and surface i'an drift [3,4]. 
Variaus steps are taken by mkracircuit manufacturers and users ta minimize the 
degradi,ng effects af these enviranments an micracircuit reliability. Gold plated 
leads and gald die metallizatian are used ta minimize carrasian effects. Passi-
vat ian layers are alsa de,poSited on die surfaces as pratection from moisture and 
ionic cantaminatians. Campleted mkrocircuits are then subjected to temperature 
cycl ing, acceleraUon, bu,rn~i,n and hermetkity tests in an attempt ta screen aut 
devices with margi'nal bands, seals, glassivatian and other defects. 
In spite af these e, prts, micracircuits still fail in operating environments, 
and a need exists to quantify the effects of cyclic and low temperature environ-
ments en micrecircuit reliability. The intent ef the study described in this 
repert was te evaluate the effects that ceuld be expected from prelenged operati(!)n 
ef mkr(!)circuits in cycHc and l(!)w temperature environments. 
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2.0 PROGRAM DIlSC.RIPTlON 
The pregram for eva lua Ung eycl ic and 1 ew temperature effects en microci rcuits 
is shown in Figure 1. Included in the pregram are initial electrical device 
characterizatiens, pre-life evaluatiens ef micrecircuit censtruction features, a 
matrix ef cyclic and lew temperatu,re eperating life tests, and pest-life test 
evaluations of micrecircuit physical features. Low pewer Tl'L (54LOO) and linear 
(741) microcircuits utilizing varieus internal lead wire and (He metalliZatien 
materials were ineluded i'n the J!lregram. The device tYJ!les, manufactuTers and 
metallization systems initially selected a,re shewn in Table 1, and are reJ!lresen-
tative ef Au/Au, AulAl, AIIAl and Au beam lead metalliziltion systems. During the 
initial J!lertien ef the program the Au beam lead cilevice was eliminated because it 
did net meet electrical performance requirements. 
2.1 Initial Electrical Characterization - Upon receipt, all devices were subjected 
to electrkal tests at 25°C, -55°C and 125°C te characterize device perfermance 
and te eliminate devices with eut-ef~te1era,nte parameter values from subsequent 
eva luatiens. The pla'rall1eters tested, test cenditiens and end-poi nt limits used 
fe·r these tests a,re shewn in Tables 2 a·nd 3 for the low pewer TTL device and the 
linear device, respectively. 
2.2 Pre-Life [v<llu<ltton - Prior te subjecting microcircuits to the cyclic and 
lew temperatu're 1 ife tests, a sample ef te.n (10) ef each manufacturer's device 
type was subjected to fine and gross 1ea,k tests per MIL-STO·883, Method 1014 
Cemiitiens A1 and C2, external and internal eptical and S~M examinatiens, and 
bend pull tests. These a;na1yses and tests were designed to identify censtruction 
features of each device tYJ'le ami te estab1 ish the integ.rity of the wire bends in 
unstressed devices. The resulting infermation provided a baseline for the pest. 
life eva 1 ua ti ons. 
2.3 CYcli<;and lowJemljeratu,re life Tests - Three (3) tests groups providing 
different envirenmental stress levels were included in each of the cyclk temper~ 
atu,re eperat i ng tes t (CTOt) a,nd lew temperatu re IilJ!lerati ng test (l tOT) portililfls 
of the J!lrog,ram. The three temperature eycl ing Lest.s were conducted in accordance 
with MlL~STOw883, Methlild 1010 flilr 4,000 cycles using temperature extremes Iilf DoC 
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I to 100°C, -25°C to 125°C, and -5EOC to 150°C. The three (3) low temperature life tests were conducted for 2,00(') hours at ambient temperatures of -55°C, DoC, and 
125°C. Device operating conditions during CTOT and LTOr were established by the 
biasing configurations shown in Figure 2. These circuits maintained approximately 
maximum rated device supply voltage and output current conditions throughout the 
life tests. 
Periodically during the CTOr and LTOr, the devices were returned to "flom 
ambient conditions with bias a.ppl ied and subjected to the 25°C, -55°C and l25°C 
electrka1 tests described for ihith1 electrical cha,racterization. During CTOr, 
electrkal measurements were performed at 0, 250, 500, l,OOO, 2,000, 3,000 and 
4,000 cycles. !iluring LTOT, electrical measurements were performed at 0, 250, 300, 
1,000 ar,d 2,000 hours. Generally, devices failing an electrical test were remove.d 
from the CTOT or LTOT for failure analysis. However, some devices that exhi',bited 
only marginal performance at ~55°C or 125°C were left on life test to determine if 
further degradation would occur. 
2.4 Post-Life [va 1uatilon - Upon completi on of the CTOT and L TOT, ten (l 0) 
surviving devices of each type frt'lm each test gr"lop (240 total devices) were 
subjected to te~ts and evaluations identical to those perfonnecl during the pre-
life evaluations. Pre-life and post-life data were then compa,red to evaluate 
effects of the environmental stresses on non-failecl devices. 
2.5 SRecialTests - Additional special tests that were not part of the originally 
plannecl program were als(i) performed to evaluate the effects of internal package 
atmos.pl'lere upon clevice performance duri ng CTOT and L TOT. These tests i ncl udee gas 
mass spectrometer (GMS) analysis [5] of 1 ife- test failu'res and survivors, and were 
performed by the USAr Rome Air liJeve 1 opment Center. 
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3.0 PReGRAM RESULTS 
Thi s section sUlllll1a,ri zes the results 0f a 11 the tests and eva 1 uati0ns perf0rmed 
dudng the pr0!lram. Details of the pre- a'nd post-life evaluations are documented 
in Appendi,ces A and C. Failure analysis rep0rts fQr devices faiHng an electrical 
test during CtOT ana LTOt are cQntained in Appendix B. 
3.1 Initial Electrical CharacterizatiQn - ApprQximate1y three hundred and fifty 
(350) Qf eacn Qf the Texas Instruments ll4l00, National 54LOO, National 741 a,nd 
Raythe0n 741 were subJected to initial electrical characterizaHon tests. No 
texas Instruments !i4LOOs or Nati0na1 741s failed these tests. there-were eleven 
(11) Natiena1 54LOOs and thirtY-0ne (31) Raytheon 741s devices that failed the 
initial electrical tests. tables 4 and!) prmvide a sullll1a,ry of parameter mean and 
standard deviatiQn values fQr the Texas Instruments a.nd National 54LOO devices 
meeting the electrical specificati,on requirements. Similarly, Tafu1es 6 a·nd 7 
summarize the Nat;.0na1 and Raytheon 741 perfQrmance characteristics. No note~ 
w0rthy differences were 0fuserved between the two manufacturers' deviLes of the 
same type, a'nd suffici,ent gomd devices were olDtained to fulrfill the program 
requi,"ement. 
3.2 Pre-Life Eva1uati0~ - One (1) device of each type was examined for the purp0se 
of d0c~menting construction details. A sample 0f ten (10) devices of each type 
were also sulDjecteq to hermetic seal tests, Qptica1 am! SEM examinations am! 1D0nd 
Jilu11 tests. 
All of the clevices utilize a 5i02 paSsivated silkon di'e of planar epitaxial 
c0nstruction attached te the package with a ge1d-si1ic0n eutectic. Table 8 
provides ether C0nstructien cletails and inc1ucles sl!Immaries ef the leak tests and 
lDencl jilull tests. N0 devices failed either the fine 0r glress leak tests. One 
National 54LOO bond exhibited a pull strength lDe10w the sjilecified 1 imit of MIL-STD-
883, Method 2Q11 as did foyr (4) Raythe~)I\ 741 lDonds. tile Hmit for 0.001 imch 
aluminum wire is 1.§ grams am! 2.0 grams for 0.001 inch gold wire. The National 
54LOO A1/A1 wire to di'e IDona fili1uI'e was attributecl to insuffici€~t ~ltrasenic energy 
during lDonding. Three (3) 0f the Raytheon Au/Al wire-to-clie bond fai1u·res 0ccurrecl 
at the intermeta11ic regi0n due to Kirkenclall v0icling. The fourth bond failt.:re was 
attrilD~ted to c0rrosion of the pai due to centamination. This c0ntaminahon was 
t 
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T ABLE 6 • 'NAJII!lNAL SEMTCI!lNl!ll!JClfl!lR 7,41 IN! rrAl!. ELECliRFCP.:1L CIfIARJl:C1iERIZAJFON 
I END"PDHIT ',t liA=25°C TA='1 125°C 1 tA=-55°C , 
PARAMETER LHIITS ,I ' I ' UNHS 
"'liN. MA'X. ! , MEAN S'IGMA MEAN SIGMA III MEAN I SIGMA , , 
, 
I; , I I I i , , 
V 
-5 • .0' 5 •. .0 -.0.,1:.05 .0'.679 D.2~8 .0.848 -.0'.057 ,I .0.716 i mVdt IO' " I 
I 
! 5 • .0 VII.oT "5 • .0' 
, 
-.0.1121 , .0.,648 , .0'. 25!1 .0.827 -.0'.1122 .0 .• 66.1' i mVdc 
i 
I 
, I 
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, I 
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PSRR- 77 100.3.05 5 .• 575 94.4OS 6.7.03 IOS.765 1'.0 .. 488 dB 
, 
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I' I ! , 
IOC 'I 2.8 2.067 Dd']]' 1.7112 .0' • .097 :, 2 •. 244 '" .0.1'2.0' mAde 
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liABLE 7. RAVl'HEIilN 7411 ,INHMIL El!!E!!:TRIEllil CIHARA!!:TERIZAliHiJN 
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,ENO-pQ.I'N;r I TA=25°C 
i I 
TA='1125"C TA·-55°C blMHS I UNHS 
IIMIIN. , 'HI\X. MEAN S,IGMA I MEAN,-i~ S,IGMA I MEANI SIGMA I I , ! 
i , 
0'.,018 I 1.899 I 
, 
-5.,0 I, 5.10 
-0.070 1.399 0'.245 1'.5119 ,mVdc 1 , I 1 
,-5.01 5.·0' 0.OB6 1'.505 -0.,089 L8l01 O'.1!413 1'.402 ,mVdc I I 
I -5.0 ' 5.0 -0,.034 11.4511 0.1165 1.989 0.352 
, 
1.636 mVdi: I 
I 
, 
-200 I, 200 -6.434 ' 20.552 , -5,.539 1111.1391 i 3.072 42.422 nAdC I I I 
44.030' 
I 
-200 200 , 23.245 
-11.779 I 119.435 I -2.480 i 58.89·1' nAdc 
I i I 
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!I 
.Adc 
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I I ! , I , 500 
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' , 
, I 
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I I, 
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, I I 
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TABLE 8. PRE-L'l'FEEVlALI!JATHIN SI!JMMARY 
I il 
'liEJrAS INSTRlJrIEN~S NATIONAl SEMICONDUCTOR ! NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR RAY:rifEIII , 
I 
, 54~OO 54LOO 74l, 741 
.1 
14-'PIN' FlATPAOK :1 1'4-PIN FLA'liPACK 
:1 
8-PIN'CAN 8-PINCAM 
WEtD' SOLDER 
, 
WEtD I WELD , ' 
, 
, 
, 
: I GlASS 
, 
GlASS 
, 
&tASS i GlASS , :, 
I ' I 
GOLO·PhATEDKDVAR ;1 GOLD-'PLATED KOVAR ; GOLD-PLATED KOVAR GOLD-PLATED KOVAR I, 
I : 
GOLD 
, 
ALUMIIllM 
, 
ALUMINUM GOLD ,I 
, 1 , 
GOLD AlUMINUM ALUMINUM ALUMINUM 
1 
1 
I 
lHERHOCDHPRESSION UUirRASONIC UL'FRASONIC THERMOCOMPRESSION' 
BAU BALL 
THERHDCDMPRESSION, UL ]RASONI:C ULJRASON'IC THERMOCIIIPRESSIONI 
S'I'nCH, ~ I STITCH' 
,: 
I ! 
5.,117 3.39 i 3.75 4.75 
0'.98 0.86 0.45 1.48 
'4 s. . ts ----~----~ 
~ 
- ------I 
----- -- -----------
not observed in any of the other devices examined, and no attempt was made to 
identify the nature of the contaminate. As previously stated, Appendix A contains 
the complete construction details and pre~life evaluation reports which discuss 
these failures in more detail. 
3..3 CycHcan!!I,.Qw JemRerature_ LifeJ-e_s_ts - Tables 9 and 10 provide failure 
summaries fol' the LTOT and CT0T respectively. The failure percentage for LTOT was 
0.8% and CT0T was 3.0%. Tables 11 through 14 are failure mode and mechanism 
summaries for each device type and inc11,1de the Table 9 and 10 failures plus test 
lnduced failures. All failures i1re discussed in Appendix B. 
LT0T produced only five (5) va1i!! device failures, three (3) Raytheoll 741s, 
one (l}National 741 and one (l) T.!. 54L00. The three (3) Raytheon 141 LT0T 
failures in Group VI (-55°C) were initially marginal devices which drifted in and 
out of the specification value for input offset voltage (V IO) or power supply 
rejection ratio (PSRR) during the LT0t. Because these devices did not exhibit 
strong failure i'ndications and were very close to the specification limit initially, 
they were discounted as being indicators of low t!!ll1periiture effects. The remainder 
of the LiOT produced only two (2) additional failures, a shorted MOS capacitor in 
a National 741 and a surface related failure in a Texas Instruments 54L00. These 
twa {2} failures were in Group IV {125°C} and a,re typkal of the types af failu'res 
observed du'l'ing high temperature testing.. Previous high temperature operating 
tests with similar tievices [6,7] imlicated that the frequency of failure accurrence 
declines as the ambient temperature is reduced. The Group IV (125°C) result of 
1.0% fai1u,res is in kee.ping with this trend. The Group V (OOC) ami VI {~55°C} 
were expected to produce fail u'res tiue to rna; sture rel ated mechanisms that occur 
less frequently or da not accur at ambient temperature above 25°C. Na failu,res 
af this type were abserved. 
The cTOT groups prodl!lced seventeen {17} failures compared to the five (I» 
generated in the LiOT groups. Two factars accounted for this. The first factor 
is that the hat cycle of Group III was 150°C, the highe.st temperatu,re expedenced 
by the parts in this program. The nine ("I) surface instability failures in 
Group III were prabably a direct result IDf this temperatu're. The second factor 
was the temperatu,re cycl ing itself. Five (5) bond related failu,res were ebserved in 
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TABLE 9. L(!)W lEMPERAJI!lRE(!)PERAJ1NG l1EST FAILURE SUMMARY 
1 I, CUMULAUVE NUMBER OF ! FAilURES AT HOURS. 'OF liESlT j ~ , , ; MEliACllZATlON 
'MANUFAtTURER ' ' PAIIT ~YPE I, S~S"EM I: 2S0 SOD i 1000 i 2000 , I. 
II 
I 
liEXAS 'IN5T. S4l00 Au.fAu,. 0 ,I 0 0, l' 
" INAN'ONAl S4l00 A,1./A!l'. I,"J' 
" 
0 0 0' 
, 
I 
NAHONAL 74'1 I A:J./M'. 0 0 1 1 , 
I' 
, 
r RAY'THEON 74:1 ! Au,.lM'. 0, 0 0 0' 
, , 
I ~ ! I , liEXAS I'NSf. S4LOO Au'.lAu,. , 0 I 0 0 0 
I I ! 
, 
" 
NATIONAL , S4l00 M./MI. 0 0 0 
, 
0 I , , 
, 
i 
i 
, NATIONAL 741 ~1J../A'l'. I 0 , '0 0 I 0 i: ! I 
, 
RAY'l1HEON 7411 Au'./M. 0 0 '0 0 
, 
1i I r 
I 
: 
I : 
I: liEXAS INST. 
S4COO Au'.IAu. , 0 
I 
0 0 0, I 
, 
NAHONAL S4LOO 
, 
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, , 
I, NAn,ONAl S4LOD , M'."A,l. I 0 . 0 0, , 0 ,0 I 0 , 
,; I ,I 0 
, , 
i , 
! NATIONAL 741 A'l./iAl. 0 D' 0 , 0 0 
I , , 
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, i , , I 
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i , 
, 
, 
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, 
, II , 0 I D 0 0 
, ' 
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! I 
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I I , I 
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0 2 I 2 I ! 0, I 0 , , 
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I , 
! Ii ,I 0 
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T~BLE 1],. TEX'AS ,1:NSliRUMENTS 54LGG FAlLtlRE MGIilE SUMMARY 
FAILED PARAMETER OR SIIIfI'I1OMS IJJ~NnTY OF FMlURES AND' riME OF FA'IUURE ~HDURS OR CYCLES,) BY TEST GROUP 
FA'llURE ,MODE I 
'i II J'JI I,V V V,I 
F"U~URE MEOHANISM, : O"C TOIOO"e '\: -25"C liO ,12S"C -SS"C liO 150"C . 112S"C iliFf . O'C LIFE -55"C LIFE 
CAUSE OF fA'I~URE , ! 
, ! 
'EXCESS·I'VE JIH~ AT -S5-,C ! 
.1 
! 2~tOOO 1~2000 
INliER"EMlnSR LEAKAGE DUE ]Q 1~2000 I AN' INCREASEI'N THE PARASilTi'C , 283000 i 
I 
tA~ERA~ '~FE Ii ' I i 
INVERMON OF THE B~SE OF T'HE 284000 " I 
" 
I' I I'NPur liRANS,IS~OR DUE liO CHARGE I, 
I 
, 
MIGRAllON 
" MOBILE 'lON'IC CONliAMlHAT'ION , 
, 
" OPEN ANO' SHOR~ED j'NPU;rS I 6~2S0 38250 ! 38500 . 
I 
, 
'ME~liED SliR'I,PES AND SHDR'liED 
JUNCTIONS i I , 
E~EC]R<I'CAl OVERSliRESS ! , I 
i 
SHOR~EDPROGRAM CARD GONDUC'liORS I ' i I DUE liOMO[,SifURE INDUOED CORROS'ION ' ! l , I , , 
OPEN' PIN, @ '12S'C I i, 1~3000 , 
I 
, 
NONE(IRE~ES:rOK) I 
NONE (IREliES, OK) i I 
, 
I 
FAUlT~ ~Es;r SOCKET , 
TOJAL ,NUMBER 'OF 'FA'llED ,PAA;r,s 0 1 ,6 H I' il 3 0 
-
_ ... 
• 
'-':':'~--"~:''';''; '.- . -",,-,;' '''' :""- -,--.-~. 
. - -_ .... 
, 
,', 
._~ __ ~~_=,_,"#~~~>-'·'\."'<"~!!4_,i,L,,,,*il'l,_,~_IZJtJIii,tiLA ~ as " % ",W ...... 
liilB'l:E 12. NAlII(!)NA'l SEMI€(!)NIDUJC:r(!)R 54lwIDID FAItUJRE MODE SUMMARY 
r' 'F~I'LtO "oR uR S.me'u""o [' ! ' 11, '! ..t!!! l !!iE cJlHRS !!!lc ~C~ !LtESl GR UP , i 'B. fA'I'LURE 'MODE 'I' II I fH ~,V I: V ' ! VI I , 
i ,c. foP/KURE 'MEOHAN'ISM ' ooro 100.C ,-25 TOI'25·C 1,-55 TO' 150~C 125·C LIfE O.C UFE: :-55·C LIFE 
'10. 'CAUSE OF fP/~lURE , ' , , ' , 
;I' 
j 
~ 
<0 
I A. OPEN IPIN iii I: ~ 4000 I @ 3000 II, 
I '" 'B. 'BROKEN WoI'RE BONO ,I !La , 
, '" 'C. FAiTlGUE 
:1 :::> , , ;;' i D. AU-All INwERHHALUtS DUE to, DEV'ICE , I 
""I IPROGESS'ING ORPREOONDITlONJ.NG II II ,u.,. :1 
... , 
"" A. SHORweOP'IN 
, 
I 
I 1 @ 3000 <..> ! i 
""'-" ' ~ i B• IW,IRE.DIE SHORiT i I 
<..> I ~ IC' SAGG'ING OF A~UMINUM 'WIRE 
, 
,-
,'!!D. ,MISPlcACED :BONO PlND I'~SU~F'ICIENif 
, i 
!! WIRE-TO~DIIE ObEARANOE I , , 
;A. OPEN AND SHORffiED INPUiTS 
, I 
I; i 3@' 250 3 @ 250 I ~ 1'8. ,MEL~ED smRIIIPES PlND SHOR]EO JUNCTIONS ! "I 
'" 
'" C. IElEC~RIICAl OVERS;J;RESS I 
... 
' , I 
'" D'. SHORffiEO 'PROGRAM' CARD CONDUCTORS DUE I il i I , UJ 
"" iTO M!lIISTUR. 'IN9UCED'CORROS:I,ON, :I I! II 
,:k L ;rorAl 'NUMBER eF FM~EO PARTS I 0 j 4 I 2 0 0 I 3 ~ , - ~---.- ' , ------,. 
J 
~ 
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TABILE 13. NATHJNAIl SEMIIC0NIiJI!JC"F(iJR 741 FAliIll!JRE ,MIDIiJE SWMMARY 
,A. FAllilED' ,I., 'U. ~""'.'I'1U"' ,NI I" F RURE D T ,E ,t RE IHRS C,'L !!lL, 
lB. FAilILUREMODE I Jc HI III J FV ' , V , VI , 
I €. FMLURE MEOHAN['SM o m 'WOo€ 1-25 TO 125°€: -55 TO ,1150°C(I;15°C UFE, 10°C IUFE; ~55°C liFE 
i iQ:" CAUSE Of FA'DLURE I 
" I: LAir;CHEO, NEGA'TI:VE ii, 1 @ 3000 'I @ 1000 I " ,A. ,~ i SHOR~W MOS €APA€HUR jl I ~ 0:: riB .• 
! 
"'I ~ : t. ALUM'INUM M'DGRA;r;JON, ,HROUGH OXIDE , I 
, Lf I, P'lNHOLE I 
I I 
I: li o. PHOJOUfHOGRAPHI'€ 'ERROR i! ' , II I 
!'-oli AV ~2K} AND flv ("') I' I '@ 4000,11 ,I .~ '" 'I A. I I , I! 
! ' !i~ I,'B. Nail' ESil'ABLI'SHEO , 
, ~. I c. SURFACE INSiMB ILfFY 
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I I 2 
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,II 0 , I 0 
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the CTai\' groups, one (1) i,n Group II (-25°C to l25°C) and four (4) in Group III ("S5°C to 15@OC), whi],e none were observed i'n the LTaT groups. Although the bond 
related failures were due to different causes, the temperature cycl illg probably 
aggravated them to the poilnt of fai 1 u're. Thi s indicates that as the range of the 
temperature cycIe is increased, more bond related failures will ocwr. With the 
e)lce,ption of th~se bond related failures, the CTOT, as was the case with LTOT, 
did not produce failures dye to mechanisms which were a,ntkipated at ambient 
temperatures bel,ow 2!i°C. 
3.4 Post"LifeEvaluati,on· At the completion of Cn)! and LTOr, ten (Hil) 
su,r"ivors of eaeh type and from each groul'> woere evaluated and tested. This data, 
iln conj,uncti,on with the pre-life evaluation data, was used to determine the 
effects ef the envi ronmenta 1 stresses on nen-fail ed devices. 
The 1 ea,k tests pe,rfermed i'n the pre·li fe and I'>est· 1 ife eva 1 uati.ons did not 
indicate any imperta'nt degra.dation in packa§e hermeticity. No devi,ce failee the 
fine er gress leak test dudng the I'>re·life evaluatiens. mudng pest .. life 
evaluatiens, two (2) Natienal 54LOOs and one (1) Raytheon 141 exhiMted gross 
lea,ks, and ~H1e (l) Raytheon 741 exhililited a fi.ne leak. 
The ol'>tical a,nd SEM examinations also revealed no degri;ldaHen of the pi'.ckage 
ma,rkingS, external leacl finish, internal lead dress, a,nd die attach. With the 
excepUen of tt:Je Group III National 741, no devices snowed a,ny sign 0f deg,raclati,on 
of the !iJlaSsivatien as a result ef envir0nrt'er:ltal testing. Nine (9) ef the GreuJ'l HI 
Nati;enal 741 devices centained cracks in thE glassivation ever the MOS caJ'lacitor. 
Beca,use tlais was only emserved in the Greup III deVices, the prolla'mle ca,Ui;e was 
a thermal expansion mismatch metween the glaSS and the large aluminum area ef the 
capac iter a,nd the aosoe thermal excursi0n, dudng the ·5$Oc to 1!,O°C teml'>eratu,re 
cycling .. This deg,radation was not resp0nsillle f0r a,ny e],ectrical failu,re. 
The meta 11 i~atj,en !Df a 11 devi ces was unaffected my the l TOT. CTOT, however, 
proeuced evi(!jence of aluminum rec!D/lstructioA [2J (Figu'r:e 3) in tl:le three (3) 
clevice t'ypes with aluminum metalli~atier:lS. The reconstrycHen was eSl'>ecially 
netkeamle in the -55°C te 15QoC test. Aluminl;lm rec!Dnstrl;lctien can result in 
;ncreasee si:leet resistivity aAd can I'>remote electromi§!ratien [2J, pyt ne electrical 
22 
a) METALLI ZATION WI TH GLASS IVATI ON REMOVE D 
b) SEM PHOTO OF ALUM I NUI~ RECON STRUC TION 
,'EPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
URIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
FIGURE 3. EXAMPLES OF ALUMINUM RECONSTRUCT ION 
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failures resulted from alum~num reconstruction. The aluminum beneath the glassi-
vation was sl ight1y reconstructed and the unglassivated alumi:num in the area of 
the bond pads was reconstructed more severely. However, no bend failure was 
attrtbuted to this mecha.nism, and no other lnoma10us metalHzaUon condiUons 
were observed. Additional details ancl phatographs af the aluminum reconstruction 
are contained in the Appendix C past-life evaluatian reports. 
All internal i'nterconneeting wires af the samples af each devH:e type from 
each group were pull tested to destruction a:nd the fail ing farce recarded. These 
results a,re sUllifia,rized in Appendix C. 0f the 2,506 wires pulled to destructian, 
46 exhi:bited failing laads belOW the 1.5 or 2.0 grams specified tn M[t~sffD~883. 
In fact, the failing la~ds of ten (10) at the 46 band failu:res were less than 
0.1 grams. Table Hi relates the faily.re made. cause, and type af band ta part 
type and test group. 
The seven (7) Graup III Nati:oml1 741 bOnd failures were heel fractu.res 
i.'~trilbuted to weakening caused by flexure at the wire during temperature cyc;ling. 
In addiUan, electramigration may have been a can,tributing fact0r because all 
seven (7) failures accu,rred at either pill .; (autput) 0r pin 7 (V+). 
'twelve (12) NaUanal 54L00s fram varia us graups c0Mained twenty (,0) ultra-
sonic bands which failed at the lead frame due to brittle fractu're at the heel. 
IntermetalHc grliwth was ebserved at the point ef fractu:re and geld rkhinter-
met.allks were feund under the entire feo.t ef .the bend. In view af this, the 
aluminum bends ef five ef the pre~Hfe e'laluation samples were chemcially remaved 
and the lead frames were eXCImined fer the presence ef intermetallics. All 
seventy (70) bonds contained geld.rkh intermetallics indicating that the reactien 
eriginated during device precessing or pnecanditiening. The bends were prebably 
weakened by conti:nued grewth af iMermeta1lfcs during elevated temperature life (Group IV, 125°C) and by flexing of the wiJre at the heel in c0nj,unction with the 
exi sti ng brittle i n.termeta 11 ics du,ri ng temperatu:re cycl ing (Greups II and I II). Low 
temperature life (Groups V and VI) ceuld not have caused centi:nued grewth or flexure 
of wire, yet seven (7) bonds exhibited law pull strength due to the presence of 
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liABLE 15. P(!)SiJi-lLrFE B(!)NIlPUll!!l FAlII!JURE SUlMMflRY 
i QUAlrnI,1'I0F fAIlEO ,BONDS , I I 
A.QE5IlRIPnON"OF BONO FAI~URE I " " i,I, I I , I: I I ' . 
I 8, CAUSE ' , ~.~ I 7411 GROUP I' 'GROUP,! GROUr, GRO!JP GRO\JP I IlRIIUP I , 
: C. TYPE OF 'BOlIO -I TEXAS INST 0 ,NAT,tONAL I' NAT'IONAl I RAYiTHEON ,1 I ' H t HI IV, V VI 
'I i .[ I l I 
: A. DIE 'BOlIO HEE~ FRACTURE I I ,I 7 i i 7 I .I, I I ,B. 'WEAKENED BY 'F~EXURE OORIHG TEIF. GYGLING , I , j I I 'I , ! C. A1"A1 ULTRASONIC BOIl) , i; I I I, !I I I I , II I I, , :1 I ,I A. 'l!£AD FRAME ,BOlIO ,I££L 'FRACTURE I 20' 1 9 I, a I 5 2 
II 
j 
: i ' •• WEAKENED 'BY IHTERMETAIllICGROIITH' ' I 'I 
i 
" 
C. Ao-AIWIR'ULTRASOHIC BOlIO I ,I I , 'I i I ! I i ! 
1,10. ,DIE BOllI HFl'-OFF 'FRON' PAD 
I 
I 
' . 
I 
! i i 2 I 1 II 1 , i , , , , , , 
.0 IIISUFF,ICIENT ULTRoISONIC ENERGY I , II I ! I I 'I , , C. Al.;A1UlTRASOHIC 'BOND , I 
I I' 
, 
I 
! 
I Ao DIE BOIl) l-IA' -OFF FRON ,PAD i 111 2 1 1 5 I 
, 
I! I ! ! ,.0 ,UIIIERBOIIOIHG , 
I 
, 
" I 
, 
: c. Au-Al, THE_COII!RESSION' BOND I i , I I 
I 
I 
I: ! I ! 
,I , , I ! ' ' A. IDlE BOND PAD SEPARAHON 'FRill SI02 PASSIVANON , 2 2 I I , 
t 
I 
B. IIISUFF>\CIENT AOHES'IOH i I 
I I I c. 
I I I AU"AI fI£RMLC_ESSIIIII 'BOND 
, I I ! , I I I 
! 
II I 
DIE !BOIiO FRACTURE AT THE INTEIIII[T>m ICREGION I 
I 
I I I I I,A. 4' , 1 1 2 
I 
, B. KIRKENDAlL VOIDING I 
I 
I c. Au-AI' THE_COMPRESS'ION BOND 
'j , 
I, 
'0" ~1i3 ~'~ ~, t:l ,~~ 
o 
"11!S' 
i5tz=t ':'~' , 
o ~ 
:i 
~I 
, 
~ 
i.ntermetallics. Apparently, the temperatu,re cycling stresses experienced by the 
parts during insertien and remeval frem lew temperature and dudng electrical testinll 
at 25°C, ~55°C and l25°C was 5ufficient t@ aggravate bends weakened by the existi'ng 
intermetalHc grawth. 
The remaining bands that failed were faund ta ha're fabri,catian er bandi1ng 
errar anemalies as their primary cause of failure. These canditions may have 
been aggravated by lTOT ar ct01f, but no ·evi,<ience was faund to substantiate this. 
3.5 S.pecial Tests ~ 6MS analysis was perfonned an twa (2) Texi!s Instruments 54[.00 
Group HI (-55°C to 150"C) devices and a Raytheon 741 Greup III devke which failed 
electrkally duri,ng nOT. Twe (2) su,rvivors Gf each pa,rt type from Graup III were 
also subjected to GMS analysis. Table 16 provides the results af these analyses. 
Althaugh the internal package atmosphe,re of the Raythean 741s contains a high 
percentalle af water vapor (2.6% and 6.8%), no failu'res were found ta have resulted 
from thiS canditian. 
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TAB[,E 116. GMS ANPlL¥S]$. RESI!JL TS 
GASEOUS IMPUR,I:rI [S, % {WV) 
I H~OROGEN CARBONOIOX:I'OE I WAiTER VAPOR OX'YGEN:II ARGON' ,'PUMP Olh ! i fREON 
I EM,UEODEV1GES :, I ; !, i I. I ' i ' 
,I ,.1. 54LOO SIN 272 : 0.2 I 0.1,0.0429 i 0 0'.0422 0 i I 0, 
J' I II 
;r.:J.54~00 SIN 29,1 , 0.,0435 0.'1 0.0439'! 0, 0'.018'11 I 0' I 0 
[ , , ' 
, IRA,Y. 741 SIN 31'4 0.:0209 2.0' 6.8 I 1.0 '0.4 0 0 I 
I SURV",VO~ ii', I 
I , 
T.'l.54~OO' SIN 24'3 0,.,1 , 0'.2 ,I '0.03'f4' I '0.00060,.0386 0 I: 0' 
I 'I' " I: I 1.1. 54LOO SIN' 244' , 0.,2 0.,1 0'.1 0 0.0220' ,0, 0 I 
' . , 
'I INAT. '54l00 SIN 464 I! 0.9 " '0.4 0'.1 : i 0 ,0"01,],2, 0.0027 'I 0'.,0005 : 
, 'I: I 
I 'HAL '54LOO, SIN 465 I 0,0384 I '0,.4 ,,0'.2 I 0,,01:26 I 0.0280 , 1 0 ,00511 1 0.0023 i 
, I , I II 
NA:r. 741 SIN 262 I 0.0244 0.2 i [0.,04111, 0,0039 [' '0.03<16! ,0 : '0 : I 
'I I 'I I 'NAT. 741 SIN 305 ,0.0264 0.2 i 0,.0147 ° ,0,0326 0' , 0 ' 
, I 
I, ,RAY. 14,1 S/N'3n "0,0249 2.2 I' 4:.9 0,,,0338 0'.3 I 0' ! 0 , 
, ,I' I I ' " ' 
RA¥. 741 SIN 3,1:5 ',0.024,7 I 0.8 .! 2.6 ,', 0.0008 ,0,.2 ___ I: _,'l, __ "L- 0_, _. 
. l_ _ __ .......... ___ • h ---~--- ---
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4.0 DAIA CORRELATION AND EVALIlAtr:ON 
Upon completion of 4,OQO temperature cycles and 2,000 hours of low temper-
ature operation, the mH:rocircuits exhiMted fewer than 2% electrkal failures. 
This precluded the qUilntification of effects in terms of the environmental 
conditions. In its place, the d<lta and observations obtained from the program 
were examined for qualitative trends which resulted from the envirlmmental 
conditions. 
4.1 Cxeat Temperature Effec~s - Seventeen (Il) e1ectrj.cal fai1u·res were generated 
frOm the 600 deviees subject to CTOT, of which fourteen (14) were from Group III 
(~55°C to 150"C), tWQ (2) from GrOup II (-2S0C tQ 125°C) and one (1) from Group I 
(DOC to 100°C). Ni!ne (9) Group III failures and Qne (1) Group II failure were 
surface related and resulted frQm ionic cQntilmi,nation accelerated tQ failure by 
the high temperature interval of the temperature eye 1 e. Two (2) 741 devices fai 1 ed 
due to Qxide pinholes tn their MOS capacitor. This mecha,nism was probably not 
induced by the temperatu;re cycling. ihe remaining five (5) CTOT failures were 
bond related. In each case, failu;re a,nglysis indicated the cause Qf failure to 
be either processi ng Qr bQndi ng error. However, the temperatu·re eye1 ing was 
prQbably a cQntdbutQry factQr to the part~ failure, since fQur (4) of these 
failures were i'n Group Ill. one (1) in GrQup IT and none in Group I. 
The PQst-1 ife eva 1 uati·ens reveal ed that a 11 Qf the CtOT devH:es with a 1 urni num 
metall ization exMbited aluminum recQnstructiQn. Although no devices failed 
electrically as a res,u1t of this mechanism, aluminum recQnstructi:Qn ea,n result i,n 
increased sheet resistivity a,nd can prlilmote electromigratiQn. 
BQnd pull tests that were perfQrmed on surviv0rs Qf CtOT il]'SO prQduced very 
few fa i1 ures. Twenty-eight (28) bQnds fa iled frQm the 1 ,260 wi res that were tes ted. 
Twenty~three (23), hQwever, were from Group I II survivQrs indicating that the 
cyel ic temperature contrtbuted to their failure. Five (5) of these ctOif' bQnd 
pull failures occurred at less tha'n 0.1 gram a1thoug'h they had passed electrical 
testing. this indicates that electrical testing alone is not a gQod screen for 
faulty bQnd detection. 
The Texa.s Instruments 54LOO, which utilizes the Au/Au metallizaUon system. 
exhibited nO degradatiQn in the post-life evaluations as well as nQ bQnd pull 
fa i 1 ures. The cyc 1 ic temperatllre cQnditions 0f th; s jilro!,)ram appears to have 
had nQ effect on these devices. 
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4.2 Low temperaturel;ffect.s - Five (5) electrical failures were experienced 
during LT0T. Three (3) of these, as discussed in paragraph 3.3, were discounted 
as indicators of effects of 1,ow temperature. The remai'ning two (2) failures were 
from the 125°C group. Therefare, the electrical testing of the I"t0T devices 
revealed no degrading effects i,nduced by low temperature operatian Iilf the micrlil~ 
circuits. Post-life visual examinations also revealed nO evidence of aluminum 
reconstruction. 
As was the case with the crot bond pull test, few failures were observed in 
the LTOr survivlilrs. i1i'ghteen (18) bonds failed from the l,26(i) wires that were 
tested. There is no strong indication that the 11ilw 1 ife test temj!>eratures eon-
tribu,ted to these failures. The temperature cyel ing stresses inherent i,n tri-
temperature electrical tests prabab1y contributed tlil these bond fa i1 ures. fi ve 
(5) of the l.TOT bond pull failures occurred at less tha,n (i).l gram. 
4.3 !1ffects of PmageAtmlilSRhere - GMS analysis of several survivors and failed 
devkes wa,s clilnducted to determine the water vapor content of the parts. The 
Texas Instruments 54LOO fa il ures and survivors demonstrated no i'mJllortant di fferences 
in atmospheric content. the water vapor content of the failed devicel was less 
than one survivi'ng devke and more than the Iilther. Althougti atcej!>table levels of 
moisture are not known [8]. the Raytheon 741 devices (one failu're and two survivors) 
all were flilund tlil contain water vaJlllilr percentages (2.6% to 6.8%) much hi'gher than 
any of the other devi'ces. However, none of the Raythean 741 fa il ures from CTOT 
or L tOT were directly attributed to the hi'gh water vapor content of the Jlla'rts. 
GMS analysis of Natililnal 54(..00 and 741 devices that survived the life tests 
revea led nlil notewlilrthy condi tJ"lilns. 
High water vaplilr content allilne dliles nlilt mean that tlile devi,tes must eventually 
fail, rather it is Iilne of the ingredients which can c@ntrii'lute t@ failure mecha,r\isms 
such as corrosililn and i'lilnk drift [4]. Other envir@nmenta1 clilncliti@ns like ionic 
contaminatiOn and applied volta,ge as well as the integ,rity Iilf the glassivati'liln are 
partners in these failyre mecha,nisms. Thereflilre, it is nlilt clilntradict@ry to 
abserve high moisWre content i,n the Raytheliln 741 clevic'es and find no faill:lires due 
ta moisture related mechanisms. 
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5.1]) CQNCLUSII])llSANO ~[COMMENDATII])NS 
Insufficient failures were observed during the program to quantify the effects 
of operating miCrocircuits i!n eycHc and low temperatu,re environments. The 
following gel1eral conclusians and recommendations, hawever, ca'n be made from the 
observations of the program: 
HfectGf cyclic Operation ~ The effect of operating microcircuits in cyclk 
temperatu,re environments is ta: a) contri,bute to the failu're of microcircuits 
contai ni,ng fabrication ar pracess; ng errors such as axidepi'l1holes. underbonded 
wire bonds, excessive i ntermeta11 ic gr'Gwth at AulAl bGnd interfaces, and cantam-
ination. b) degrade the strength at al,umi'num ultraSOnic bonds. and c) induce 
recanstruction of aluminum meta 11 ization. The microcircuits containing fabrication 
or processing errors were devices that had escaped the M[L~STe-883 Class B screening 
tests. i,l1dicating that more stringent process controls or screens a,re req[Jired. 
Hawever. addiUenal temperature cycling does net a.ppea.r te be a.n effective screening 
technique. Mest af the observed fail!J,res eccurred after several theusa,nd cycles. 
In aMiHan, the failures due ta ienic cOl1taminatiol1 were accelerated Qnly BY the 
high temperature pertien ef the cycle, dnd a high temperature (>21])1])°C) burn-in 
w0u1d be mare effective f0·r these types af fijilu,res. Additi0na1 teml'lerature cycles 
will als0 degrade the strength 0f "g00d" a11uminum ultras0flic B0nds. If additi,0nal 
temperature cycles are empl0yed as a screen, a sUBsequel1t ceostant acceleraU0n 
test shQuld a150 be perf0rmed te ensure detection af very wea,k BOnGS (1]).0 to 0.1 
grams) . 
An a 11 §QHt meti'lll i zah0n system a,ppears 1 eSS suscephbl e te wi re band fa ill:lre/ 
degradation dt:le to tflmperattJ,re cyclin§, since A0ne at the t.r.. Au/Au bQods ex~ibited 
Cl,ny mecha,nical pr0blem or deg,radatien. 1il0wever. the T.!. device eXAi,bited the 
hi§hest numl!>er ef surface related faill:wes, a'nd this may Be related ta the Ti-W-Au 
metallizatiQn [6]. 
The a1t:1minum rec0nstrl:lcH0n nQted after 4,000 cycles Betwee>n _55°C and HlO°C 
did n0t tausea·ny devke failure, and is proaa'l!>ly nQt a seve're re:liability risk 
f0·r m0st aPlillications. However, fQr a,pplicati0ns reqyiring reliaBle operati011 for 
g.reater tha'l1 4,000 cycles, ar in envirQnme.nts with wider temperatl:lre extremes, 
additi'0nal tests and investi§aHons sh0uld be perfarmed. 
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Low, Temp-e.rat.ure Effects - The effect of operating mkrocircuHs at temper-
atures below 25°C appei!rs to be negligi:ble from the results of this study. All of 
the device failu·res and weak bollcls encountered during I..HlT were the results of 
microcircuit fabrkation or processMg errors (oxide pi'nholes. underbonded wire 
bonds. and excessi ve i ntermeta 11 ic growth).. None of the failures were attributed 
to mechanisms uniqlle to low temperature operation. Moisture related failures 
were expected. especially with the high moisture content Raytheon 7q devices. 
However. none were observed. Other contaminants and/or device defects are required 
to i.ndllce failures at low operilting temperatures. The moisture levels and concen-
trations of other contaminants required to induce microcircuit failure are not well 
understood. and additional moisture related studi,es are recolllilended. 
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APPENDIXAl 
CONSTRucnON I)ttAILS AND PRE-LIFE EVALUATIONS OF 
THE TEXAS INSTRWMIlNTS SNC!l4l.00T 
~UAO 2-INPUT NAND GAT~ 
lilA T[ CODE 7519 
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I. CONSTRuCTION DETAILS (Based on one sample) 
A. PACKAGE 
1. Type: 14~Pin Flatpack - Figure Al 
2. Weight: 0.13 gram 
3. Materials: 
a) Lid and Case: Gold-Plated Kovar 
b) leads: Kovar, Gold-Plated Internal & External 
c) Seals: Glass and Weld 
B. IN'tERNALGI10METRY ~ Figure A2 
1. Interconnections 
a) Type: Gold Wire 
b) Diameter: 0.001 inch 
c) Bands: 
a Gold-Gold Thenilocampressian Ball at the IHe ~ Figure A3 
a Gald-Gold Thennocompression Stitch at the Lead Frame - Figure A4 
2. I])i e 
a) Type: Silicon, planar epitaxial 
b) Scdbe Method: 11echaniCa 1 
c) Attac;:h Methad: Gald Eutectic 
d) Geametry and Electrical Schematic: figures A5 and A6 
e) Glassivatian: Silican diaxide 
3. Metallizatian 
a) Type: Multilayer - TiW/Au/HW 
o 
B) Thickness: TilW Tap Layer = 1,000A 
o 
Au Main Canductar = 12,000A 
o 
Hw Barri'er layer = 2,000A 
II. PRE -LIFE [VALWAH0NS (Based an ten parts) 
A. IilE RM!tTIC In 
1. Fine Leak Rates: 0.34 to 0.62 (Megn=0.45) x 10-8 STIiJ CC 01' He/Sec. 
2. Grass l.eakers: None 
B. I NTtRNAL [XAMTNAnONS 
1 . Surface Qua 1 ity: Ga0d 
2. Hetalli<:atian Quality: Gaad ~ Na defects, 90ad step caverage, 
cantinulill1S Barrier metal layer as daculilented in FigUires A7 through M. 
A3 
C. PUL.L TESTS (140 Wi res) 
1. Mean Pull Strength: 5.17 grams 
2. STO Oeviatien: @.98 gram (.19Jf) 
3. Range: ~.@ to 7.9 grams 
4. Weak Bends: Nene. all breaks eccurred j,n the wire er in the neckdewn 
area abeve the ball at the specified minimum 1 imit ef 2.0 grams 
(MIl-STIil-883) er mere. 
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FIGURE A1 . TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SNC54LOOT PACKAGE 
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FIGURE A2. INTERNAL GEOMETRY 
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FIGURE A6. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF THE SNC54LOOT 
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FIGURE A7. EXAMPLE OF METALLIZATION QUALITY AND 
STEP COVERAGE (GLASSIVATION REI~OVED). 
-
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FIGURE A8. EXAMPLE OF TiW BARRIER METAL QUALITY AND 
STEP COVERAGE (TOP TiW AND Au LAYERS REMOVED). 
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APPI'1NOIX A2. 
CONS:rRUCTION l)[tAILS ANI) PRE-LIFt EVAI.I!JATIONS 
OF nlE 
NATIONAL SEMICONI)UCtOR I'lM541.00F/883B 
QUAI) 2-INPl!Jt NANID GATE 
I)AtE WilE 7446 
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1. CGNSTRUCTlGN D~TAIl.S (Based an ane sampl e) 
A. PACKAGE 
1. Type: 14-Pin Flatback - Figure AIO 
2. weight: 0.26 gram 
3. Materialsl 
a) Lids and sal der frame: Gald-Plated Kavar 
b) leads: Kavar, Gold~Plated External and Internal 
c) Seals: Salder and Glass 
B. INfERNAL GEOMETRY ... Figure A 11 
1. Intercennectiens: 
a) Type: Aluminum Wire 
b) Diameter: O.OIDl inch 
c) Dress: Smeeth leops, maximum height ef leep is at the belld te 
the frame i'ndh:ating the use ef reverse er "backwards" bendi'ng 
(first bend is made at frame, secend at the die). 
d) Bends: 
o Aluminum-Aluminum Wltrasenk at the Die - Figure A12 
e Aluminum-Geld IlIltrasenic at the Frame - Figure A13 
2. Oi e: 
a) 'type: Silican, Planar ~(litaxial 
b) Scribe Methad: Mechankal 
c) Attach Methed: Geld Ilutectic 
d) Geemetry and Illectric;al Schematic: Figures A14 and A15 
e) Glassivatien: Sil icen Ili·exide 
3. Metall i zahen: 
a) Type: Aluminum 
o 
b) 'fhkkness: Ap(lreximately 12,IDOOA 
c) Structure: Fi ne Grain 
II. PRIl-U FiE EVAL!!!ATlONS (Based en ten Silm(le les) 
A. HIlBMHICHY 
1. Fine lea·k Rates: 0.46 te 1.13 (Mean=0.8l) x. lID-8 SfD CC 0f He/Sec 
2. Gress leakers: NOlle 
A12 
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B. INTERNAL EXAMINATIONS 
1. Surface Quality: Fair - Three of ten parts examined contained contam-
ination on top of the glassivation which remained in place after a 
nominal gas blow as illustrated in Figure A16. In two of the parts, the 
debris appeared to be transparent flakes that had accumulated at the 
edges of the metal stripes as shown in Figures A17 and A18 . In the third 
part, the debris appeared to be a build-up of residue trapped at the 
edges of the stripes as shown in Figures A19 and A20 . None of the con-
tamination should pose a problem provided the glassivation remains 
intact. 
2. Metallization Quality: No defects, good step coverage, and very little 
reordering (grain growth) from glassivation operation as documented in 
Figures A21 through A26. 
c. PULL TESTS (140 Wires) 
1. Mean Pull Strength: 3. 39 grams 
2. Std. Deviation: 0.86 gram (.25X) 
3. Range: 0. 7 gram to 6.0 grams 
4. Weak Bonds: Only one bond exhibited a pull strength of less than the 
specified minimum limit of 1.5 grams (MIL-STD-883). The pin 6 bond 
of SIN 314 lifted from the pad at the die of a force of 0.7 gram. The 
bond probably had received insufficient ultrasonic energy since welding 
occurred only around the extreme periphery as shown in Figure A27. One 
other bond of SIN 314 and two bonds of SIN 315 lifted in this same 
manner, but these bonds failed at acceptable levels (1 .8 to 2.6 grams). 
All other breaks occurred either in the wire or at the neckdown area 
(heel) of the post or die bond at values ranging from 1.6 to 6.0 grams. 
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FIGURE A19. OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPH OF THE RESIDUE -TYPE CONT,\MINATION 
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FIGURE A2 1. Vee (PIN 4) METALLIZATION STRIPE 
(PRIOR TO GLASSIVATION REMOVAL) . 
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FIGURE A22. SEM VIEW OF Vee STRIPE 
AFTER GLASSIVATION REMOVAL. 
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FIGURE A23 . GROUND (PIN 11 ) METALLIZATION STR IPE 
(PRIOR TO GLASSIVATION REMOVAL). 
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FI GURE A24 . SEM VIEW OF GROUNO STRIPE AFTER 
GL ASSIVATIGN REMOVAL. 
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FIGU RE A25 . EXAMPLE OF GRAIN GROWTH (BUMPS) AND STEP 
COVERAGE (PRIOR TO GLASS IVATION REMOVAL). 
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FIGURE A26. EXAMPLE OF STEP COVERAGE 
(AFTER GLASS IVATION REMOVAL). 
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FIGURE A27. LIFT- OFF PATTERN OF PI ~ 6 HIRE BO ND 
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APPENDIX A3 
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS AND 
PRE-LIFE EVALUATION OF THE 
NATIONAL SEmCONDUCTOR LM741H/883B 
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 
DATE CODE 7545 
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I. CONSTRUCTHIN DETAILS (Based on one samp1 e) 
A. PACKAGE 
1. Type: 8"Pl fj Can - Figure A28 
2. Weight: 0.94 gram 
3. Materials: 
a) Lid: Kova,r 
b) Header and Leads: Gold-Plated Kovar. External and Internal 
c) Seal: Glass and Weld 
B. INTERNAL GEOMI:TRY - Figure A29 
1. Interconnections 
a) Type: Aluminum Wire 
b) lDiameter: 0.001 inch 
0) Dress: The wires appea,red to have been hemd dressed or subjected 
to a nondestructive pull test as shown in Figure A30. 
d) Bonds: 
o Alumi,nulTI~A1umi,num 1I1trasonic at the lDie - Figure A31 
o A1uminulTI-G01d Ultrasonic at the Posts - Figure A32 
2. Ihe 
a) TYl'le: Silicon, p1ana,r epitaxial 
b) Scri:be Method: Mechani.ca 1 
c) Atta.ch Method: Go 1 d i1utect ie 
d) Ge0metry and Electrical Schematic: Figu,res A33 and A34 
e) GlassivaHon: Si1 icon Dioxide 
3. Meta 11 i 2C!t ion 
a) TYJiJe: Aluminum 
• b) Thickness: ApJiJroxi,mately 13,oooA 
c) Structu,re: Fine Grain 
II. PRIH.rF~ [VALI:JATlONS (Based on ten parts) 
A. HItRMnrCJTY 
1. fine Lea,k Rates: All less then 3.8 x 10-8 STID CC of He/Set 
? Gross ,"eakers: None 
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B. INTERNAL EXAMINAIHINS 
1. Surface Quality: Good 
2. MetalliZation Quality: Good ~ No defects, good step coverage, and 
only m~'nor reorde.r1ng from glassfvation operation as documented i'n 
Figures A35 through A39. 
C. PULL rESTS (70 Wi res l 
1. Mean Pull Strength: 2.75 grams 
2. STD Deviation: 0.45 gram (.16 Xl 
3. Range: 2.0 to 4.0 grams 
4. Weak Bonds: None ~ All breaks occurred at the heel of the bond 
at the die at forces greater than the speCified minimum limit 
(MIil~STD-883) of 1. 5 grams. 
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FIGURE A28. NATIONAL LM741H PACKAGE 
l OX SIN 685 
FIGURE A29 . INTERNAL GEOMETRY 
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25X SIN 685 
FIGURE A30. COMPOSITE SEM PHOTO OF THE LEAD WIRE DRESS. THE KINKS IN 
THE WIRES AT MID SPAN INDICATE THAT THEY PROBABLY HAD BEEN 
PULL TESTED. 
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300X (SEM - 1.3 KV) SIN 685 
FIGURE A31. \,IRE BOND AT THE DIE 
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300X (SEM - 1.3 KV) SIN 685 
FIGURE A32 . WIRE BOND AT THE POST 
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FIGURE A33. DIE GEOMETRY 
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FIGURE A34. ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC OF THE LM741H 
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FIGURE A35 . tV (PIN 7) METALLIZATION (PRIOR TO GLASS REMOVAL). 
200X (SEM - 16 KV) SIN 685 
FI GURE A36 . SEM VIEW 0; tV ~ETALL I ZATION AFTER GLASS REMOVAL 
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FIGURE A37. -v (PIN 4) METALLIZATION (PRIOR JO GLASS REMOVAL). 
200X (SEM - 16KV) 
SIN 685 
FIGURE A38. ~EM VIEW OF -V METALLIZATION AFTER GLASS REMOVAL 
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1500X (SEM - l. e KV) SIN 685 
FIGURE A39. METALLIZATION AT BOND PAD 
OPENING (PRIOR TO GLASS REMOVAL) SHOWING 
MINOR GRAIN GROWTH (BUMPS) . 
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APPENDIX A4 
CONSTRUCTION DlitAlLS ANID 
PRE-l,IF[ [VALUJAtION OF TH~ 
RAYTHEON RM741t883B 
OP[RATIONAI.. AMPLIFIER 
IDATE COIDE: 5737 
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I. CONSTRUCTION DETAILS (Based on one sample) 
A. PACKAGE 
----
1. Type: B-Pin Can - Figure A40 
2. Weight: 0.86 gram 
3. Materials: 
a) Lid: Kovar 
b) Header' and Leads: Gold-Plated Kovar, External and Internal 
c) Seal: Glass and Weld 
B. INTERNAL GEOMETRY - Figure A41 
1. Interconnections 
a) Type: Gold Wire 
b) Diameter: 0.001 inch 
c) Bonds : 
o Gold-Aluminum Thermocompression Ball at the Die - Figure A42 
o Gold-Gold Thermocompression Wedge at the Post - Figure A43 
2. Die 
a) Type: Silicon, planar epitaxial 
b) Scribe Method : Mechanical 
c ) Attach Method: Gold Eutectic 
d) Geometry & Electrical Schematic: Figures A44 and A45 
e) G1assivation: Silicon Dioxide 
3. Metallization 
a) Type : Aluminum 
o 
b) Thickness : Approximately 10,000A 
c) Structure : Fine Grain 
I!. PRE-LIFE EVALUATIONS (Based on ten parts) 
A. HERMET IC lTV 
1. Fine Leak Rates : 1.06 to 1.46 (Mean=1.22) X 10-8 STD CC of He/Sec 
2. Gross Lea kers : None 
A36 
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B. INTERNAL EXAMINATIONS 
1. Surface Quality: Good 
2. Metallization Quality: Good - No defects, good step coverage, and 
very little reordering (grain growth) from glassivation operation as 
documented in Figures A46 through A50. 
C. PULL TESTS (70 Wires) 
1. Mean Pull Strength: 4.75 grams 
2. STD Deviation: 1.48 grams (.31 X) 
3. Range: 0.2 to 7.8 grams 
4. Weak Bonds: Four bonds exhibited a pull strength of less than the 
specified minimum limit of 2.0 grams (MIL-STD-883). The pin 5 ball 
bond of SIN 611 lifted from the die pad at a force of 0.2 g;-am. Pad 
aluminum had lifted from the Si02 and the bond area was contaminated 
as shown in Figure A51 and the die contained a large stain as shown 
in Figure A52 . Thus, this failure probauly resulted from corrosion 
of the pad caused by the contamination. The pi1 3 ball of SIN 623 
lifted from the pad at 1.2 grams and the pin 4 and the pin 7 balls 
of SIN 624 lifted from the pads at 0.9 and 1.3 grams, respectively . 
These three bonds lifted at the AulAl interface and showed very 
little sign of intermetallic formation as illustrated in Figure A53. 
Thus, these failures were attributed to underbonds probably caused 
by insufficient heat or dwell time during the bonding operation . 
One other bond, pin 7 of SIN 622, lifted in this same manner, but 
this bond failed at an acceptable level of 2.7 grams. All of the 
other breaks occurred either in the wire or at a neckdown area 
at values ranging from 3.2 to 7.8 grams. 
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FIGURE A40. RAYTHEON RM741T PACKAGE 
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FIGURE A41. INTERNAL GEOMETRY 
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495X (SEM - 1.2 KV) SIN 605 
FI GURE A42. WIRE BOND AT THE DIE 
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379X (SEM - 1.2 KV) SIN 605 
FIGURE A43. WIRE BOND AT THE POST 
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FIGURE A44. DIE GEO~lETRY 
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FIGURE A45. ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC OF THE RM741T. 
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491X SIN 615 
FIGURE A46. V+ (PIN 7) METALLI ZATIOII (PRIOR TO GLASS REMOVAL). 
1300X (SEM - 16 KV) SIN 615 
FIGLIRE A47. SEM V l EW OF V+ METALLIZATION AFTER GLASS REMOVAL . 
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247X SIN 615 
FIGURE A48. V- (PIN 4) METALLIZATION STRIPES (PRIOR TO GLASS REMOVAL). 
300X (SEM - 1.3 KV) SIN 615 
FIGURE A49. SEM VIEW OF ONE OF THE V- STRIPES AFTER GLASS REMOVAL. 
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1500X (SEM - 1.3 KV) SIN 015 
FIGURE A50. EXAMPLE OF STEP COVERAGE (GLASS REMOVED). 
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247X SIN 611 
FIGURE A51. LIFT-OFF PATTERN OF THE PIN 5 BOND. 
ARROWS DENOTE THE CONTAMINATION. 
132X SIN 611 
FIGURE A52. LARGE STAIN OVER THE MOS CAPACITOR 
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FIGURE A53 , LIFT -OFF PATTERN OF THE PIN 5 BOND, 
NOTE THAT, ALTHOUGH THE BALL HAD DE FORM ED THE PAD, 
VERY LITTLE INTERMETALLIC GROWTH (DARK SPOT S) 
OCCURED, 
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 54LOO FAILURE ANALYSIS - Twenty (20) parts failed duri~g the 
LTOT and CTOT tests. Following is a discussion of the failure analysis of these 
failures. 
SURFACE INSTABILITY FAILURES - Eight (8) parts failed due to excessive IIHl 
at one or two inputs. Seven of the parts failed at the -55°C measurement temper-
ature, three at 125°C and three at 25°C. A complete breakdown of the failures by 
serial number, failed input and measurement temperature is given in Table Bl. 
The -55°C measurement was the most effective test for detection of this failure 
mechanism. Normally, the input leakage current is highest at 125°C and lowest 
at -55°C as shown in Table B2, column II. In the failed condition; however, the 
leakage was greatest at -55°C and least at 25°C as shown in column III, Table B2. 
This trend was observed in every failed part. The cause of ~his behavior was not 
determi ned. 
Curve tracer tests of the parts that were failed at room temperature establ ished 
that the high input currents were due to inter-emitter transistor action. The 
excessive IIH saturated with increasing input voltage (channeled characteristic) 
and IIH was excessive only with bias applied to VCC (with VCC open, the input leakage 
was negligible). This meant that the lateral parasitic (NPN) hFE between the emitter 
diffusions of the TTL input transistor (Ql) had increased during stress. The failures 
were bake ,-ecoverable (see column IV of Table B2 for post bake mean values) indicative 
of a surface instability mechanism. Therefore, the hFE increase was attributed to 
inversion of the p-type base region around the n+ input emitters due to the accumu-
lation, from drift of mobile ions, of a net positive charge in or over a passivation 
layer above the ba,se as illustrated in Figure Bl. The inverted region effectively 
increased the size of the emitters which narrows the inter-emitter spacing (lateral 
base widths) causing hFE to increase. 
TEST ERRORS - Twelve (12) parts failed catastrophically at all three measure-
ment temperatu'''i due to shorted and open inputs. Each part contained melted open 
input stripes and flash-over shorts between the input emitter diffusions as illus-
trated in Figure B2. The damage indicated that the inputs were electrically 
overstressed by an inadvertent differential overvoltage generated across each 
input pair. Subsequent investigatiDn disclosed that the overvoltage was caused 
B3 
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by short-circuits between conductors on the power supply program cards. It was 
discovered that moisture accumulated on the cards after exposure to low temper-
atures and this resulted in the formation of resistive paths between the conductors 
due to electrolytic corrosion. The 54LOO supply line shorted to the hllgher voltage 
linear device supply line resulting in an overvoltage condition on the inputs of 
some of the 54LOO devices. Thp problem was corrected by applying an acrylic resin 
over the conductors to seal them from the moisture and removing the linear device 
supply line from the 54LOO Program Cards. 
One Group III part failed at 3,000 hours at the +125°C measurement temperature. 
The symptoms indicated that pin 14 (output) was open. The part was left on test 
and did not fail or show any sign of degradation thereafter. At the end of the 
. 
test, the part was bench tested at high temperature, Was delidded and examined,. 
and the pin 14 wire was pull tested. These tests disclosed no intermittent con-
dition or other explanation for the 3,000 hour failure. Therefore the failure 
was attributed to an intermittent condition in the test socket at high temperature. 
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TABLE B1. SUMMARY OF IIH1 FAILURES 
EMPERATURES AT UHICH THE 
INPUTS WERE FAILED 
TEST GROUP TIME OF FAILURE PART SIN FAILED INPUT5 -55°C 25°C +125°C 
.-
III 1000 CYCLES 252 PIN 1 X X 
PIN 2 X X X 
314 PIN 1 X X 
PIN 7 X X X 
2000 CYCLES 272 PIN 6 X 
3000 CYCLES 234 PIN 6 ? X ? 
291 PIN 2 X 
4000 CYCLES 241 PIN 9 X X 
PEN 10 X X 
245 PIN 6 X 
IV 2000 HOURS 353 PIN 13 X 
? = VALUE UNKNOWN BECAUSE PIN 7 OF THE TEST SOCKET WAS INTERMITTENTLY OPEN 
B5 
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TABLE B2. IIH1 VS. MEASUREMEIH TE~1PERATURE 
MEASUREMErn MEAN IIH1 OF ALL TEST MEAN IIH1 OF THE 11 FAILED 
TEMPERATURE PARTS PRIOR TO STRESS INPUTS AT THE TIME OF FAILURE 
+125°C .609 IlA 12.97 IlA 
+25°C .379 IlA 9.29 JlA 
_55°C .214 IlA 17.42 IlA 
1/ SINs 272 AND 291 WERE NOT BAKE~ (SENT TO RADC FOR GMS ANALYSIS) 
--.---~ . - ~--'"------
, 
.' 
11 
MEAN IIH1 OF 9-FAILED INPUTS 
AFTER A 16 HR, 2000 e BAKE 
.318 IlA 
.237 IlA 
. ~ 66 IlA 
· ~ ' , . 
I 
p 
FIGURE B1. DIFFUSION PROFILE OF IIIPUT TRANSISTOR SHOWING 
INVERTED BASE REGION OF LATERAL NPN TRANSISTOR 
105X SIN 311 
FIGURE B2 . DIE PHOTO SHOWING THE DAMAGED INPUTS (ARROWS). 
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APPENDIX B2 
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NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 54LOO FAILURE ANALYSIS - Nine (9) parts failed during 
LTOT and CTOT tests. Following is a discussion of the failure analysis of these 
failures. 
BROKEN WIRE BONDS - Two (2) parts failed due to an open pin at the 25°C and 
-55°C measurement temperatures. The opens were traced to a broken Al-Au ultra-
sonic wire bond at the lead frame. Each failure was due to brittle fracture of 
a 
the heel as illustrated 'in Figure B3. Examination of the other bonds in the 
package disclosed that several were on the verge of failure as illustrated in 
Figures B4 and B5. Removal of the bond feet by dissolving the aluminum in sodium 
hydruxide revealed that the lead frames were covered with gold-rich intermetallic 
growth under each foot, as illustrated in Figure B6. Further investigation 
(discussed in the post-life evaluation section) established that the intermetallics 
were generated during device processing or preconditioning. These findings 
'indil.ate that because of the existing brittle intermetallics the bonds were 
susceptible to flexure fatigue at the he!.!l and broke as the wires flexed during 
temper~ture cycling. 
WIRE DIE SHORT - One (1) part failed at all three measurement temperatures 
due to a 50 ohm short from pin 1 to ground. The pin 1 aluminum interconnect wire 
had shorted to the unpassivated edge of the substrate (ground). This was caused 
primarily by a combination of slight bond misplacement toward the edge of the 
die, as shown in Figure B7, and the inherent shallow angle of departure of the 
wire from the ultrasonic bond. 
ELECTRICAL OVERSTRESS - Six (6) parts failed catastrophically at all three 
measurement temperatures due to shorted and open inputs. Each part contained 
melted open input stripes and flashover shorts between the input emitter diffusions 
as illustrated in Figure B8. i'he damage indicated that the inputs were electrically 
overstressed by an inadvertent differential overvoltage generated across each 
input pair. Subsequent investigations disclosed that the overvoltage was caused 
by short-circuits between conductors on the power supply program cards. This is 
the same problem that had caused the overstress of the Texas Instruments 54LOOs and 
is discussed in detail in the analysis report of that device. 
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600X SIN 24 
FIGURE B3. SEM PHOTO OF AN OPEN LEAD FRAME WIRE BOND AT PIN 7 
750X SIN 24 
FIGURE B4. SEM PHOTO OF A CRACKED WIRE BOND AT PIN 1. 
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750X SIN 24 
FIGURE B5. SEM PHOTO OF A CRACKED I.I"~E BOND AT PIN 12. 
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1000X SIN 24 
FIGURE B6 . INTERMETALLICS ON THE PIN 12 LEAD FRAME 
REVEALED BY DISSOLVING THE BOND FOOT. 
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105X SI N 463 
FI GURE B7 . MISPLACED PIN 1 WI RE BOND (A) SHOW ING THE 
LOCATION OF THE WIRE -DIE SHORT (8) 
400X SI N 335 
FIGURE B8 . EXAMPLE OF TYPI CAL OM .GE SUSTA INFD BY AN INPUT PAIR 
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NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 741 FAILURE ANALYSIS - Ttlree (3) parts failed during 
IT(jj' and CTOT tests. Following is a discussion of the failure analysis of these 
failures. 
SHORTED MOS CAPACITOR - Two parts were latched negative at all three measure-
ment temperatures. The failures were traced to a short (9 ohms and 20 ohms) in 
the internal 30 picofarad MOS compensating capacitor', Cl. Removal of the aluminum 
electrode revealed, in each instance, a pinhole in the Si02 dielectric as shown in 
FigUres 89 and 810. The failure mechanism involved migration of aluminum through 
the pinhole during stress and the pinholes most likely were caused by pinholes in 
the photoresist polymer during contact window etching. 
SURFACE INSTABILITY - One part exhibited low AV (2K) and AV (w) at the 
2So~ and the 125°C measurement temperatures. The part recovered when bcked for 
16 hours at 200°C, indicative of a surface instability mechanism. Therefore, 
th-js failure was attributed to mobile ionic contamination or charges in or on the 
passiv~t~l1n. 
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FIGURE B9 . PI NHOLE (ARROW) IN THE Si02 DI ELECTRIC OF Cl 
395X SIN 414 
FI GURE Bl 0 . PINHOLE (ARROW) IN THE Si 02 DIELECTRIC OF ( 1 
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RAYTHEON 741 FAILURE ANALYSIS - Thirteen (13) parts failed during LTOT and 
CTOT tests. Following is a discussion of the failure analysis of the failures. 
LIFTED BALL BONDS - One (1) Group III part. SIN 312. exhibited an open pin 6 
at th~ 25°C and the -55°C measurement temperatures and one (1) Group III part. 
SIN 311. exhibited a short-circuit between pin 7 and pin 6 at all three measure-
ment temperatures. Both failures were traced to lifted Au-AI ball bonds. SIN 312 
contained a iifted pin 6 wire bond at the die. Examination of the pin 6 bond pad 
disclosed a hole in the aluminum pad and a crater in the exposed silicon substrate 
as shown in Figure Bll. This indicated that the substrate had been damaged by 
excessive bonding tool force or velocity. SIN 311 contained a lifted pin 7 wire 
bond at the die clnd the dangling pin 7 wire had shorted to the pin 6 wire. Exam-
ination of the pad disclosed chat it was covered with gold-colored intermetallics 
as shown in Figure B12. This indicated that the failure was due to Kirkendall 
voiding in Au 2A1 5. In view of the results of the post-life pull tests (Appendix C4). 
the excessive intermetallic growth in this instance was probably caused by an 
isolated bonding error. 
SH~RTED MOS CAPACITOR - One (1) Group I part was latched negative at all 
three measurement temperatures. Thp. failure was traced to a 100 ohm short in the 
30 picofarad MOS compensating capacitor. Cl. Removal of the aluminum electrode 
disclosed two pinholes in the Si02 dielectric as shown in Figure B13. The failure 
mechanism involved migration of aluminum through the oxide pinholes during 
temperature cycling and the pinholes most likely were caused by pinholes in the 
photoresist polymer during contact window etching. 
SURFACE INSTABILITY - Three (3) Group VI (-55°C life) parts failed marginally 
either VIO or PSRR at -55°C or +125°C. As shown in Table B3. in each instance the 
failed parameter was marginal upon receipt and drifted only slightly to an out of 
• 
specification value. lhe parts were left on test and the failed parameters drifted 
in and out of specification. The perameters that were out of tolerance at the end 
of the test (2.000 hours) could be brought back within tolerance by baking the part. 
One (1) Group II part and one (1) Group III part exhibited catastrophic VIO values 
at 25°C which completely recovered when baked. Therefore. these five failures 
were attributed to a surface related instability mechanism such as mobile 'ion 
B17 
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drift or charge separation probably caused by contamination in or on the passi-
vation over the input stage of the amplifier. Fine and gross leak tests of the 
parts disclosed no loss of hermeticity and optical examinations after de1idding 
disclosed no significant anomaly. 
Tr.ST ERRORS - One (1) Group IV part failed catastrophically at 250 hours at 
the -55°C measurement temperature. The symptoms indicated that pin 7 (V+) was 
open. The part was left on test and did not fail or show any sign of degradation 
thereafter. At the end of the test, the part was bench tested at low temperature, 
was de1idded and examined, and the pin 7 wire was pull tested. This disclosed 
no intermittent condition or other explanation for the 250 hour failure. There-
fore the failure was attributed to an intermittent connection in the test socket 
at;ow temperature. 
Four (4) parts failed PSRR or VOUT + (10K) and AV (2K) at the -55°C measure-
ment temperature only and recovered when retested or left on test. As shown in 
Table B4, the failed parameters showed no sign of significant degradation prior to 
failure and after recovering returned to essentially the same values as prior to 
failure. The value of 110 (~10v) at -55°C of the parts which failed PSRR is also 
listed in the table bec~use it is indicative of the balance of the input stage 
and because it serves to illustrate the abruptness of the failure and recovery. 
Fine and gross leak tests of the parts disclosed no loss of hermeticity and optical --, 
examinations of the three Group III parts after de1idding disclosed no significant 
anomaly. Consequently, it is believed that these failures probably were caused by 
a condition external to the part, such as accumulation of moisture ac,oss the input 
pins during the low temperature test, rather than by any part deficiency. 
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TABLE B3. HISTORY OF THE FAILED PARAMETERS OF THE GROUP VI MARGINALLY FAILED PARTS 
PARAMETER VALUES FAILED VALUES ARE UNDERLINED} 
SPECIFIED 
SIN PARAMETER LIMIT PRESTRESS 250 HRS 500 HRS 1000 HRS 2000 HRS 
592 YIO (-10) @ -55°C +6 mV +5.303 mV +6.453 mV +2.352 mV +5.349 mV +6.397 mV~ 
OJ 
593 VIO (+10) @ 125°C +6 mV -5.887 mV -6.107 mV -6.119 mV -2.629 mV -2.500 mV 
~ Vro (0) @ 125°C +6 mV -5.974 mV -6.123 mV 6.096 mV -2.159 mV -2.038 mV <0 
Vro (-10) @ 125°C +6 mV -5.992 mV -6.046 mV -5.992 m·J -1.781 mV -1. 781 mV 
601 PSRR + @ 125°C 77 dB Min. 79.10 dB 82.77 dB 62.43 dB 79.77 dB 69.54 dB/\\. 
PSRR - @ 125°C 77 dB Min. 80.47 dB 85.08 dB 62.65 dB 81. 78 dB 70.12 dB/I\ 
~ Within specification after an 18 hour, 200°C bake. 
1 
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TABLE B4. HISTORY OF THE FAILED PARAMETERS OF THE FOUR PARTS WHICH FAILED AND RECOVERED ABRUPTLY 
PARAMETER VALUES (FAILED VALUES ARE UNDERLINED 
SPECIFIED 
SIN GROUP PARAMETER LIMIT PRESTRESS 1000 CYC 2000 CYC 3000 CYC 4000 CYC RETEST 
171 I PSRR - @ -55°C 77 dB MIN 117.75 dB 115 dB 103 dB 75.65 dB 103 dB 
(110 [+10] @ -55°C) :'.500 nA 1.9 nA -1.3 nA 0.6 nA -302 nA .B5 nA 
173 I PSRR - @ - 55°C 77 .a 11,,1 117.75 dB 101 dB 105 dB 76.92 dB 101 d8 
(110 [+10] @ -55°C) :'.500 nA 0.5 nA 2.0 nA -1.6 nA 2411iA -2.7 nA 
215 I VOUT + (10K) @ -55°C +12V MIN 14.068 14.06V 13.90V 11.95V 14.05V 
AV (2K) @ -55°C 25 V/mV MIN 129 V/mV 150 V/mV 137 V/mV .6 V/mV 134 V/mV 
3.4 III PSRR + @ -55°C 77 d8 MIN 98.12 dB 96.77 dB 73.32 dB 96.t14 dB 97.74 dB &. 
PSRR - @ -55°C 77 dB MIN 92.26 dB 90.69 dB 72.67 dB 91.03 dB 92.21 dB 
(110 [+10] @ -55°C) :'.500 nA 4.4 nA -22.1 nA 139 nA 3. I nA .9 nA 
-
&. Sent to RADC for GMS analysis. 
-REPRODUCIDILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR . 
247X SIN 212, GROUP III 
FIGURE B11. LIFT-OFF PATTERN OF THE PIN 6 BOND SHOWING 
THE CRATER (ARROW ) IN THE SILICON. 
491X SIN 311, GROUP III 
FIGURE B12. LIFT -OFF PATTERN OF THE PIN 7 BOND SHO,II NG 
THE MOUND OF INTERMETALLICS (ARROW) . 
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395X s/ rl 195, GROUP I 
FIGURE B13. C1 AFTER ALUMINUM REMOVAL SHOWING THE OXIDE 
PIN HOLES (ARROW). 
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APPENDIX C1 
POST-LIFE EVALUATION 
OF THE 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SNC54LOOT 
QUAD 2-INPUT NAND GATE 
DATE CODE 7519 
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I. POST-LIFE EXAMINATIC~~ - One (1) Texas Instruments 54LDO survivor from each 
test group was dissected and examined in detail optically and using the ~EM for 
any anomalous condition induced by the test environments. Results were a5 follows: 
A. PACKAGE EXTERIOR: No part exhibited any degradation of the package 
markings or finish or the lead finish. 
B. PACKAGE INTERIOR: No part exhibited any degradation of the internal 
lead wir·" dress or the die attach bond. 
C. DIE SURFACE: No part showed any sign of degradation of the glassivation 
as a result of the tests as illustrated in Figure C1. 
D. WIRE BONDS: None of the bonds in any of the parts showed any sign of 
degradation due to the tes: conditions. A typical wire bond at the die 
and at the lead frame are s:lOwn in Figures C2 and C3. 
E. METALLIZATION: The metallization of all test parts was unaffected by 
the test conditions. The met.d11ization of the die shown in Figure C1 
is representative of all six parts. 
II. POST-LIFE TESTS: Ten survivors from each test group were leak tested, de1idded 
and optically examined, ther. subjected to bond pull testing. Results were as follows: 
A. LEAK TESTS: The results of the fine and gross leak tests, presented 
in Table C1, indicated that the package hermeticity had not been degraded 
by the test conditions. 
B. INTERNAL OPTICAL EXAMINATIONS: NOlie of the 60 parts exhibited any 
anomalous condition induced by the test environment. 
C. PULL TESTS: The results of the wire pull tests are presented in Table C2. 
All breaks occurred in the wire or in the neckdown area above the ball 
at the specified minimum limit of 2.0 grams or more. 
C:; 
u 
TABLE C1. RESULTS OF THE POST-LIFE LEAK TESTS 
FINE LEAK RATES (10-8 STO CC He/SeC> flO. OF GROSS 
TEST GROUP MEAN. RANGE LEA~ERS 
I 0.41 0.35-0.58 0 
II 0.26 0.17-0.35 0 
III 0.28 ~.06-0.38 0 
IV 0.32 0.18-0.60 0 
V 0.31 0.19-0.38 0 
VI 0.16 0.34-0.62 0 
PRE-LIFE 0.45 0.34-0.62 0 
I 
, TABLE C2. RESULTS OF THE POST-LIFE PULL TESTS 
I 
TOTAL NO. OF MEAN PULL STO NO. OF 
TEST GROUP WIRES PULLED STRENGTH DEVIATION RANGE FAILURES 
I 140 6.209 1.869 2.3-13.69 0 
II 140 6.379 1.599 3.0-10.09 0 
III 140 6.219 1. 749 2.0-11.59 0 
IV 140 5.849 1.449 2.5-10.39 0 
V 140 6.369 1.639 2.7-12.59 0 
VI 140 6.08 1.939 2.6-12.89 0 
PRE-LIFE 140 5.179 0.989 2.0-7.99 0 
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1~5x :0RrGI~AL) SIN 145 , GROUP I 
FIGURE CI . PHOTO OF A TYP ICAL POST -LIFE DIE . 
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325X SIN 445, GROUP V 
FIGURE C2. TYPICAL POST- LIFE ~IRE BOND AT THE DIE. 
450X SIN 445, GROUP V 
FIGURE C3. TYPICAL POST -LIFE WIRE BaNI) AT r~ LEAD FRAME. 
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APPENDIX C2 
POST-LIFE EVALUATION OF THE 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR DM54LOOF/883B 
QUAD 2-INPUT NAND GATE 
DATE CODE 7446 
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I. POST-LIFE EXAMINATIONS - One (1) National Semiconductor 54LOO survivor from each 
test group was dissected and examined in detail optically and using the 5EM for any 
anomalous condition induced by the test environments. Results were as follows: 
A. PACKAGE EXTERIOR - No part exhibited any degradation of the package 
markings or the lead finish. 
B. PACKAGE INTERIOR - No part exhibited any degradation of the internal wire 
dress or the die attach bond. 
C. DIE SURFACE - None of the parts showed any sign of degradation at the 
glassivation as a result of the tests, as illustrated in Figure C4. 
D. WIRE BONDS - The wire b"nds in five of the parts showed no sign of 
degradation as a result of the test conditions. A typical bond at the 
die and at the lead frame are shown in Figures C5 and C6. Two of the 
wire bonds at the lead frame in the group III part appeared to have 
degraded as a result of the temperature cycling. They contained cracks 
in the foot of the bond, as illustrated in Figure C7, and faint cracks at 
the heel, as illustrated in Figure CB. 
E. METALLIZATION - The metall ization of the three 1 ife test parts 
(Groups IV-VI) was unaf~ected by the test conditions. The typical post 
life condition of the metallization of these three parts is illustrated 
in Figures C9 and C10. The metallization of all three Group I, II and III 
parts showed evidence of mild aluminum reconstruction as a result of the 
temperature cycling. Under optical examination the unglassivated aluminum 
at every bond pad appeared darkened due to roughening, as illustrated in 
Figure Cll. Under SEM examination grain boundary and hillock formations 
were evident, as illustrated in Figure C12. The aluminum beneath the 
glassivation was only slightly restructured. Aluminum reconstruction can 
result in increased sheet resistivity and can promote electromigration. 
Aluminum reconstruction was not responsible for any failure during the 
environmental tests and the results of bond pull testing (discussed later) 
indicated no bond degradation as a result of reconstruction. 
CB 
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II. POST-LIFE TESTS - Ten survivors from each test group were leak tested, 
de1idded and optically examined and then subjected to wire pull testing. Results 
we~e as follows: 
A. ~EAK TESTS - The results of the fine and gross leak tests are presented 
in Table C3. Two parts had gross leaks at the glass-to-metal seal at the 
point of lead egress but microscopic examinations of the seal disclosed 
no reason for the leakage. 
B. INTERNAL OPTICAL EXAMINATION - None of the 30 life test parts showed 
any sign of aluminum reconstruction. All 30 of the temperature cycling 
test parts exhibited reconstruction of the aluminum bond pads. 
C. PULL TESTS - The results of the wire pull tests are presented in Table C4. 
Twenty-two (22) bonds failed at Jess than the specified minimum limit of 
1.S grams and are summarized in Table CS. Twenty (20) failures were due to 
brittle fracture of the heel of the bond at the lead frame, as illustrated 
in Figure C13. Failed bonds contained evidence of intermeta11ic growth 
at the point of the fracture as noted in Figure C13. Removal of the 
aluminum bond foot with NaOH reved1ed a mound of gold-rich intermetal1ics 
under the entire foot of the bond, as shown in Figure C14. In view of 
this, the aluminum bonds of five of the pre-life evaluation samples were 
removed chemically and the lead frames were examined for the presence of 
intermetallics. All 70 bonds contained gold-rich intermetallics. Since no 
appreciable intermeta11ic growth is generated by the ultrasonic bonding operation [1,2], the growth must have resulted from exposure of the bonds to high time/ 
temperature stress during device processing or preconditioning. The 12SoC life (Group IV) parts had the lowest average pull strength (2.76 grams) and the 
highest percentage of heel breaks at the lead fr~~e bond (108/140 or 77%) 
during the pull tests. The -SSoC to 12SoC temperature cycle (Group III) parts 
had the second lowest average pull strength (3.13 grams) and the second highest 
percentage of heel breaks at the lead frame bond (101/140 or 72%) during the 
pull tests. The presence of intermeta11ics would account for these results. 
The bonds were weakened by continued growth of· intermetallics during elevated 
temperature life and by flexing of the wire at the heel in conjunction with 
the existing brittle intermeta11ics during temperature cycling. Low temper-
ature life (Groups V and VI) could not have caused continued growth or flexure 
of wire, yet seven bonds exhibited low pull strength due to the presence of 
C9 
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intermeta11ics. Apparently, the few temperature cycles experienced by the 
parts during insertion and removal from low temperature and during para-
metric testing at high and low temperature was sufficient to aggravate any 
bonds weakened by the eXisting intermeta11ic growth. 
Two (2) failures were due to lift-off of the bond from the pad at the 
die. The bonds probably had received insufficient ultrasonic energy since 
welding occurred only around the extreme periphery, as illustrated in 
Figure C15. This same problem was responsible for the one failure that 
occurred during the pre-life pull tests. 
III REFERENCES 
[1] "Purple P1age and Gold Purity", C. W. Horsting, 10th Annual Proceedings, 
Reliability Physics Symposium, 1972. 
[2] "Metallurgical Aspects of Aluminum Wire Bonds to Gold Metallization", 
J. L. Newsome, R. G. Oswald, and W. R. Rodrigues de Miranda, 14th Annual 
Proceedings, Reliability Physics Symposium, 1976. 
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I: ! TABLE C3. RESULTS OF THE POST -LIFE LEAK TESTS 
! 
I 
FINE LEAK RATES (10-8 STD CC He/Sec)_ 
TEST GROUP MEAN RANGE NO. OF GROSS LEAKERS 
I 1.33 0.81 - 1. 74 0 
II 1.22& 0.81 - 1.62& ~& III 0.52 0.35 - 0.81 
IV 0.62 0.42 - 0.78 0 
V 0.38& 0.29 - 0.46& ~& VI 0.36 0.19 - 0.83 
PRE-LIFE 0.81 0.46 - 1.13 0 
NOTES: 
& DOES NOT INCLUDE THE GROSS LEAKER L21 SIN 133 EMITTED THREE LARGE BUBBLES FROM THE GLASS SEAL AT PIN 7 ~ SIN 271 EMITTED THREE LARGE BUBBLES FROM THE GLASS SEAL AT PIN 3 
TABLE C4. RESULTS OF THE POST-LIFE PULL TEST 
TOTAL NO. OF MEAN PULL STO TEST GROUP WIRES PULLED STRENGTH DEVIATION RANGE 
I 140 3.779 1.21 9 1.5-7.09 
II 140 4.659 1.049 0.9-6.69 III 140 3.139 0.999 0.9-5.69 
IV 140 2.769 0.589 0.5-4.29 
V 140 3.469 0. 929 0.5-5.59 
VI 140 3.279 0.849 0.6-5.69 
PRE-LIFE 140 3.399 0.869' 0.7-6.09 
ell 
NO. OF 
FAILURES 
0 
1 
10 
3 
5 
3 
1 
• 
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TABLE C5. SUMMARY OF PULL TEST FAILURE~ 
PIN PULL F~E CAUSE OF TEST GROUP SIN NO. STRENGTH (Q) FAILURE 
II 21 6 0.9 HEEL BREAK Au-A1 
AT THE POST INTERMETALLICS 
III 121 8 1.3 
14 0.9 
123 12 0.6 
13 1.2 
124 5 0.4 
7 1.3 
11 0. 7 
12 1.3 
131 6 0.0 
141 13 1.4 BOND LIFTED UNDERBOND 
FROM PAD 
IV 173 9 1.2 HEEL BREAK Au-A1 
AT THE POST I NTERMETALLI CS 
181 3 1.2 
185 11 0.5 
V 223 8 1.3 
9 0.7 
10 1.2 
224 11 1.4 
233 1 0.5 
VI 265 6 1.3 
9 0.6 
274 13 1.0 BOND LIFTED UNDERBOND 
FROM PAD 
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182X (ORIG INAL) 
, 
REl'RODUCIBILflY OF' 'l'HJil 
ORIGINAL i'AGE IS POOR. 
s 
SIN 632 , GROUP VI 
FI GURE C4. DIE PHOTO SHOWING THE TYPI CAL CONDITION OF THE GL ASSIVATI ON AFT ER THE TESTS . 
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475X SIN 632, GROUP VI 
FIGURE C5. TYPICAL WiRE BOND AT THE DIE 
500X SIN 632 , GROUP VI 
FIGURE C6. TYPiCAL WIRE BOND AT THE LEAD FRAME. 
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900X SIN 421, GROIiP I I I 
FIGURE C7. DEGRADED WIRE BOND AT THE LEAD FRAME (PIN 1) . 
5000X SI N 421, GROUP III 
FIGURE C8. FAINT CRACK (ARROW) AT THE HEEL OF THE 
BOND SHOWN IN FIGURE C7. 
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490X SiN 215, GilOUP IV 
FIGURE C9. Vee (PIN 4) METALLIZATION 
490X SIN 215, 
FIGURE Cl0. GROUND (PIN 11) METALLIZATION. 
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105X SIN 421, GROUP I I I 
FIGURE C11. EiAMPLE OF ALUMINUM RECONSTRUCTION AT BOND PADS. 
2000X SIN 421, GROUP IT' 
FIGURE C12 , SEM F:iOTO OF GRAIN BOUNDAR'! AND HILL 
fORMATIONS ON THE BOND PADS, 
e17 
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REPRODUCffiILITY OF THE 
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100IJX SIN 124. GROUP I! I 
FIGURE C13. FRACTURE POINT (A) OF THE PIN 5 WIRE BOND 
AT THE LEAD FRAME (PULL STRENGTH = 0.4 GRAM) 
AND INTERMETALLIC GROWTH (B) AT THE FRACTURE 
POINT. 
11 OOX SIN 124. GROJP I I I 
FIGURE C14 . INTERMETALLIC GROWTH UNDER THE FOOT or 
THE BOND SHOWN IN FIGURE C13 
CIS 
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Tlrpr.()f'I · ( · T~T IT" " "Im 
-' 1 vul~ 
49 1X SI N 27 4, GROUP VI 
FIGURE C15. LIFT -OFF PATTERN OF THE PIN 13 BOND. 
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APPENDIX C3 
POST-LIFE EVALUATION OF THE 
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR LM741H/8838 
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 
DATE CODE 7545 
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I. POST-LIFE EXAMINATIONS - One (1) National Semiconductor 741 survivor from each 
test group was dissected and examined in detail optically and using the SEM for any 
anomalous condition induced by the test environments. Results were as follows: 
A. PACKAGE EXTERIOR - No pilrt exhibited any degradation of the package 
markings or the lead finish. 
B. PACKAGE INTERIOR - No part extibited any degradiltion of the internal wire 
dress or the die attach bond. 
C. DIE SURFACE - The Group III (-55°C to +125°C) part contained cracks in 
the glassivation over the MOS capacitor, as shown in Figure C16. This 
effect is discussed in a later section of this report. None of the parts 
from the other five test groups sh0wed any sign of degradation of the 
glassivation as a result of the tests, as illustrated in Figure e17. 
D. METALLIZATION - The metallization of the three life test parts (Groups IV-
VI) was unaffected by the test conditions. Typical post-life condition 
of these three parts is illustrated in Figures Clfl and C19. The metallization 
of all three Group I, IT and III parts showed evidence of aluminum recon-
struction as a result of the temperature cycling. Under optical e.(amina-
tion the ung1assivated aluminum at every bond pad appeared darkened due 
to roughening, as illustrated in Figure C20. Under SEM examination numerous 
hillock fOl'1l1ations were evident, as illustrated in Figure C21. The aluminum 
beneath the glassivation was slightly restructured, but not as severely 
as the unglassivated aluminum. Aluminum reconstruction can result in 
increased sheet resistivity and can promote electromigration. Aluminum 
reconstruction was not responsible for any failure during temperature 
cycling or life tests and the results of bond pull testing (discussed 
later) indicate that no bond degradation occurred as a result of recon-
struction of the pad. 
E. WIRE BONDS - The wire bonds in five of the parts showed no sign of 
degradation as a result of the test conditions. A typical bond at the 
die and at the post are shown in Figures C22 and C23. All of the bonds at 
the die in the Group III part had deteriorated. As illustrated in 
Figure C24, the feet of the bonds were wrinkled and depleted, of aluminum. 
This effect was apparently due to a form of aluminum reconstruction 
because the unbiased pins (1 and 5) exhibited the same degree of 
deterioration, as did the pins that were biased during temperature cycling 
C21 
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(pins 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7). The bond~ also contained tears above the heel 
and wrinkles or cracks below the he~l, as illustrated in Figure C25. The 
condition of the wire under the heel was caused by flexure of the wire 
during temperature cycling, but the tears above the heel could have been 
generated by the bonding operation. No tears at the heel of the bonds 
were present in the one unstressed part examined in detail during the 
pre-life evaluation. Therefore, a second unstressed sample was delidded 
and its wire bonds were examined in the SEM. This part contained tears 
at the heel of each bond from battering of the ultrasonic bonding tool, 
as illustrated in Figure C26. Closer examination disclosed that the tears 
were relatively benign since none contained any sharp metallurgical cracks 
propagating into the aluminum as shown in Figure C27. 
Reconstruction of the bond foot and fatigue of the heel was not 
rpsponsible for any failure during life test or temperature cycling, but 
the results of bond pull testing (discussed later) indicate that the bonds 
were weakened as a result of the condition of the heel. 
II. FOST-LIFE TESTS - Ten survivors from each test group were leak tested, delidded 
and optically examined and then subjected to a wire pull test. Results were as 
follows: 
A. LEAK TESTS - The results of the fine and gross leak tests presented in 
Table C6, indicated that the package hermeticity was not degraded by the 
test conditi ons. 
B. INTERNAL OPTICAL EXAMINATION - Nine of the Group III parts contained cracks 
in the glassivation over the MOS capacitor. No part in the other five 
groups displayed any crazing over the capacitor. This indicated that the 
crazing was caused by thermal expansion mismatch of the glass and the 
large aluminum area of the capacitor during the -55°C to +125°C temper-
ature cycling. The crazing also indicates a possible lack of or 
insufficient level of phosphorous doping in the glassivatioo. 
None of the 30 Group IV, V and VI (life test) parts showed any sign 
of aluminum reconstruction. All 30 of the Group I, II and III (temperature 
cycling) parts exhibited reconstruction of the aluminum bond pads. The 
foot of the bonds in nine of the Group III parts was depleted due to 
t'econstruction. Similar bond degradation was noted in the Group II and 
the Group I parts but to a progressively lesser degree. 
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C. PULL TESTS - The results of the wire pull tests are presented in Table C7. 
Seven bonds broke at less than the specified minimum limit of 1.5 grams 
and are summarized in Table C8. All seven weak bonds occurred in Group III 
parts and all were due to breaks at the heel, as illustrated in Figures C28 
and C29. The low pull strengths were attributed to weakening of t'le heel 
caused by flexing of the wire during tem~erature cycling. It did not 
appear that reconstruction of the bond foot contributed to the weakness. 
However, since all seven failures occurred at either pin 6 (output) or 
pin 7 (V+), it appeared that electromigration of aluminum may have been 
a contributing factor. As shown in Table C9, Groups II and III the mean 
pull strengths of the pins that were biased and conducted current (pins 
4, 6 and 7) during temperature cycling were significantly lower than the 
pull strengths of the pins that were unbiased (pins 1 and 5) during cycling. 
This pattern did not exist in the pre-life samples. 
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TABLE C6. RESULTS OF THE POST-LIFE LEAK TESTS 
FINE LEAK PARTS (10-8 STD CC He/Sec) 
NUMBER OF 
TEST GROUP MEAN RANGE GROSS LEAKERS I 1.63 1. 34-2.20 0 II 1.12 0.85-1.46 0 III 0.87 0.65-1.11 0 IV 1.69 1.20-2.22 0 V 0.77 0.65-0.91 0 VI 0.66 0.40-0.80 0 
PRE-LIFE A' I. LESS THAN 3.80 0 
TABLE C7. RESULTS OF THE POST-LIFE PULL TESTS 
TOTAL NO. OF MEAN PULL STD TEST GROUP WIRES PULLED STRENGTH OEVIATION RANGE NO. OF FAILURES I 70 2.769 0.419 1.7-4.09 0 II 70 2.669 0.429 1.9-4.19 0 III 70 2. 269 0.599 0.5-3.49 7 IV 70 2.459 0.359 1.7-3.29 0 V 70 2.929 0.519 1.8-4.49 0 VI 70 2.899 0.499 2.0-4.49 0 
PRE-LIFE 70 2. 759 0.459 2.0-4.09 0 
~ 
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TABLE C8. SUMMARY OF PULL TEST FAILURES 
PIN PULL FAILURE CAUSE OF TEST GROUP SIN NO. STRENGTH (g) MODE FAILURE 
III 223 6 1.4 Heel Break Heel Fatigue 
7 1.3 
225 6 1.1 
7 1.4 
232 7 0.9 
233 6 0.5 
7 0.9 
TABLE C9. MEAN PULL STRENGTHS AS A FUNCTION OF PIN NUMBER 
~: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 TEST GROUP 
III 2.42g 2.089 2.559 2.299 2.759 1.929 1. 789 
II 3.339 2.489 2.779 2.699 3.059 2.659 2. 429 
PRE-LIFE 2.649 2.509 2.899 2.729 3.229 2.599 2.669 
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395X SIN 274, GROUP II I 
FIGURE C16. CRACKS IN THE GLASSIVATION OVER THE MOS 
CAPACITOR OF THE GROUP III PART. 
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REPRODUCCBr 
ORIGINAL PA6E~ISOF THE 
, POOR 
130X (OR I G TriAL) SIN 491 , GROUP V 
FIGURE C17. PHOTO OF A DIE WHICH ILLUSTRATES THE CONDIT ION OF THE GLASSIVATION, 
TYPICAL OF GROUP I , I I, IV , V AND VI PARTS. 
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395X SIN 603, GROUP VI 
FIGURE Cl8. V+ (PIN 7) METALLIZATION. 
395X SIN 603, GROUP VI 
FIGURE (19 . V- (PIN 4j METALLIZATION. 
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395X XIN 274, GROUP I I I 
FIGURE C20 . EXAMPLE OF ALUMINUM RECONSTRUCT ION AT THE 
BOND PAD (PIN 7) . 
1500X SIN 274 , GROUP II I 
FIGURE C21. SEM PHOTO OF AL UMINUt·l RECONSTRUCT ION AT 
THE BOND PAD (PIN 4). 
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475X 
SIN 491, GROUP V 
FIGURE C22. WIRE BOND AT THE DIE. 
-
SIN 65, GROUP II 
FIGURE C23 . WIRE BOND AT THE POST. 
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SIN 274, GROUP III 
FIGURE C24. DEGRADED BOND AT PIN 6. 
SIN 274, GROUP III 
FIGURE C25. CLOSE-UP OF THE HEEL OF THE PIN 6 BOND 
SHOWING THE TEAR AND WRIN KLE (ARROWS). 
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700X SIN 641 (UNSTRESSED) 
FIGURE C26. WORST CASE EXAMPLE OF A TEAR AT THE HEEL 
(ARROW) FOUND IN THE UNSTRESSED SAMPLE 
(PIN 7). 
4000X SIN 641 (UNSTRESSED) 
FIGURE C27. CLOSE-UP OF A TYPICAL TEAR AT THE HEEL 
OF A BOND IN THE UNSTRESSED SAMPLE . 
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750X SI N 223, GROUP III 
FIGURE C28. EXAMPLE OF FAILED BOND (PIN 6) SHOWING THE 
LOCATION OF THE BREAK (ARROW). 
2000X SIN 223 , GROUP I I I 
FIGURE C29. WIRE END OF THE BREAK SHOWN IN FIGURE C28. 
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POST-LIFE EVALUATION OF THE 
RAYTHEON RM741T883B 
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER 
OATE CODE 5737 
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I. POST-LIFE EXAMINATIONS - One (1) Raytheon 741 survivor from each test group was 
dissected and examined in detail optically and using the SEM for any anomalous con-
dition induced by the test environments. Results were as follows: 
A. PACKAGE EXTERIOR: No part exhibited any degradation of the package 
markings or finish or the lead finish. 
B. PACKAGE INTERIOR: No part exhibited any degradation of the internal wire 
dress or the die attach bond. 
C. DIE SURFACE: None o~ the parts showed any sign of degradation of the 
glassivation as a re3u1t of the tests. A photograph of a typical die is 
presented in Figure C30. The test Group II and III parts contained a 
noteworthy anomaly which was not related to the test condition. The 
surface of the glassivation of each part contained drops of contamination 
above the stripes, as shown in Figure C31. The droplets would swell up 
and burst when examined at high magnification in the SEM as illustrated 
by the sequence shown in Figures C32 through C34. The contaminant more than 
likely was introduced during manufacturing and, since the material did 
not result in any degradation or failure of a part, no attempt was made 
to identify its composition or source. 
O. WIRE BONDS: The wire bonds in five of the parts showed no sign of degra-
dation as a result of the test conditions. A typical bond at the die 
and at the post are shown in Figures C35 and C36. The Group IV (125°C Life) 
part contained some intermeta11ic ·growth around most of the Au-A1 bonds 
at the die as illustrated in Figure C37. 
E. METALLIZATION: The metallization of the three life test parts (Groups IV-VI) 
was unaffected by the test conditions. Typical post life condition of 
these three parts is shown in Figures C38 and C39. The metallization of all 
three Group I, II, and III parts showed evidence of mild aluminum recon-
struction as a result of the temperature cycling. Under optical examination 
the unglassivated aluminum at every bond pad appeared darkened due to 
roughening as illustrated in Figure C40. Under SEM examination grain 
boundary formations and fatigue striations were evident as illustrated 
in Figure C41. The aluminum beneath the glasslvation was also restructured 
as illustrated in Figure C42 but not as severely as was the unglassivated 
aluminum. Aluminum reconstruction can result in increased sheet resis-
tivity and can promote electromigration. However, the results of the 
C35 
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failure analyses dnd the bond pull tests (discussed below) indicate that 
the aluminum reconstruction was not responsible for any device failure 
and did not degrade the bond strength. 
II. POST-LIFE TESTS - Ten survivors from each test group were leak tested, del idded 
and optically examined and then subjected to a wire pull test. Results were as 
follows: 
A. LEAK TESTS: The results of the fine and the gross leak tests, presented 
in Table C10, indicated that the package hermeticity was not degraded by 
the test conditions. One Group I part had a relatively high fine leak 
rate of 58 X 10-8 cc/sec. The mean leak rate of the other nine Group I 
parts was 0.94 X 10-8 cc/sec. Another Group I part had a gross leak but 
this was caused by a defect in the glass seal introduced during manu-
facturi ng. 
B. Internal Optical Examination: All 30 of the Group I, II and III (temper-
ature cycling) parts exhibited aluminum reconstruction. None of the 30 
Group IV, V, and VI life test parts showed any signs of aluminum recon-
struction. None of the 60 parts showed any optically visible intermetallic 
growth around their ball bonds. One part, SIN 333, of Group IV contained 
a lifted ball bond at pin 5 (discussed in next section). 
C. PULL TESTS: The results of the wire pull tests are presented in Table Cll. 
Seventeen bonds and two wires failed at less than the specified minimum 
limit of 2.0 grams and these failures are summarized in Table C12. Eleven 
bonds lifted (separated) from the aluminum pad at the Au/Al interface. 
Examination of the pad disclosed that in ten instances, the aluminum was 
compressed under the ball, but the inprint area contained little or no 
sign of intermetallic formation as illustrated in Figure C43. This indicated 
that these failures were tile result of underbonding, probably caused by 
insufficient heat or dwell time during the bonding operation or possibly 
incomplete glassivation removal. This same problem was responsible for 
three failures during the pre-life pull tests." In one instance, the pad 
was badly smeared as shown in Figure C44, indicating that this failure was 
caused primarily by tool slippage during the bonding operation. Two bonds 
failed due to separation of the bond pad aluminum from the Si02 passivation 
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as shown in Figure C45. The two failures were probably due to poor adhesion 
of the aluminum to the Si02. Four bonds separated in the gold-aluminum 
intermetallic zone. In each instance the pad was covered with a mound 
of gold colored intermetallics as illustrated in Figure C46. This indicated 
that the failure was the result of Kirkendall voiding in AU5A12. The 
other six bonds in each of the four packages exhibited satisfactory pull 
strengths ranging from 2.9 grams to 6.4 grams (mean = 4.40 grams). This 
indicates that the excessive intermetallic growth which led to the four 
bond failures was caused by an isolated bonding error, such as excessive 
dwell time, rather than by excessive test temperatures. In two instances, 
the low pull strength was the result of a wire breaking at less than 
2 grams. In both cases the wire broke above the ball, contained no 
deficiency, and was necked down at the break in the same manner as all of 
the other wir~s which broke at satisfactory levels as illustrated in 
Figure C47. rherefore these two breaks were not considered significant. 
The results of these pull tests indicated that no anomalous condition was 
induced by the environmental tests. The post-life pull strengths were 
essentially the same as the pre-life pull strength. However, the results 
also indicate that the environmental tests in conjunction with periodic 
electrical testing did not effectively detect weak bonds. Only two parts 
failed due to open bonds during the environmental tests, yet the pull test 
revealed seven bonds with zero gram pull strength in parts that hud passed all 
electrical testing. In each case the bond was open and lifted (pin 5 of S/N333) 
or open and barely contacting the pad. Three of the zero strength bonds 
involved a VroADJ pin (pins 1 and 5) and thus could not have been detected 
electrically (these pins were not tested and were not biased), but four involved 
V+, V-, or an input or output pin and could have been detected. Temperature 
cycling and elevated temperature life are needed to accelerate or aggravate to 
failure any weak or marginal bond, but the pull test results indicate that these 
tests must be supplemented with a centrifuge or a monitored shock/vibration type 
of test to detect the weak bond. 
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TABLE C10. RESULTS OF THE POST-LIFE LEAK TESTS 
FINE LEAK RATES(10-8STD CC He/Sec) Numbers of 
Test Group Mean Range Gross Leakers 
I 6.65 0.34-58.00 & 1& 
II 0.86 0.35-1. 51 0 
III 0.81 0.62-1.05 0 
IV 1.33 0.96-2.04 0 
V 0.56 0.43-0.62 0 
VI 1.26 0.85-1.83 0 
PRE-LIFE 1.22 1. 06-1. 46 0 
~ SIN 121 had a leak rate of 58 x 10-8cc/sec 
~ SIN 122 emitted a steady stream of bubbles from a pinhole 
or dimple in the glass seal that was introduced during 
manufacturing. 
TABLE C11. RESULTS OF THE POST-LIFE PULL TESTS 
Test Total No. Mean STD No. of 
Groue of Wi res Pull ed Pull Strength Deviation Range Fa i1 ures 
I 70 4.60g 1. 16g 0.0-6.5g 2 
II 70 4.78g 1.09g 0.7-7.0g 2 
III 70 4.13g 1.38g 0.0-6.9g 6 
IV 70 3.73g 1.43q 0.0-6.4g 7 
I 70 4.65g 0.87g 1.7-6.7g 1 
VI 70 4.74~ 0.85g 1.8-6.8g 1 
PRE-LIFE 70 4.75g 1.48g 0.2-7.8g 4 
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TABLE C12. SUMMARY OF PULL TEST FAILURES 
ITest PIN Pu}l Strength 
Group SIN No. \Grams) 
I 
II 
121 7 
123 1 
92 6 
94 5 
II I 222 £ 
7 
223 1 
225 5 
231 1 
7 
IV 331 3 
332 1 
7 
333 5 
6 
7 
335 7 
V 421 1 
V I 581 6 
0.9 
0.0 
0.7 
1.7 
0.0 
0.1 
0.6 
1.4 
1.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
0.4 
1.7 
1.8 
Failure Mode Failure Cause 
Ball lifted from pad Underbonded 
" " 
Ball broke in intermetallics Bonding error 
Ball lifted from pad 
Ball lifted from pad 
" 
Under bonded 
Underbonded 
" 
Aluminum lifted from Si02 Poor aluminum adhesion 
Ball broke in intermetallics Bonding error 
Aluminum lifted from Si02 Poor aluminium adhesion 
Ball lifted from pad Pad damaged by bond tool 
Ball broke in intermetallics Bonding error 
Ba 11 1 i fted from pad Underbonded 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
Ball broke in intermetallics Bonding error 
Wire broke None 
Wire broke None 
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SIN 504 , GROUP VI 
FIGURE C30. PHOTO OF A DIE WHI CH ILL USTRATES THE CONDITION OF THE GLA SS IVATI ON 
TYPICAL OF ALL SIX TEST GROUPS. 
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SIN 24 1, GROUP III 
FIGURE C31. SEM PHOTO OF THE SURFACE OF A PART CONTAM-
INATED WITH DROPS OF FOREIGN MATTER (WHITE 
SPOTS) . 
.1 
1250X SIN 24 1, GROUP III 
FIGURE C32. SEM CLOSE UP OF THE DROPLETS SHOW ING THE 
INITIAL SHAPE OF THE DROPLET (ARROW) TO BE 
INVESTIGATED. 
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1250X SIN 241. GROUP I I J 
FIGURE C33. SEM PHOTO SHOWING THE SWELLING INDUCED IN 
ONE DROPLET (ARROW) AFTER EXAMINING IT AT 
HIGHER MAGNIFICATIONS. 
1250X SIN 241. GROUP II I 
FIGURE C34. SEM PHOTO TAKEN A FEW SECONDS AFTER FIGURE C33 
WAS TA KEN SHOWING THAT THE SWOLLEN DROPLET 
(ARROW) MAS COLLAPSED. 
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SI N 481, GROU P V 
FIGURE C3S. WIRE BONO AT THE DIE . 
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2S0X SIN 481, GROUP V 
FIGURE C36. WIRE BOND AT THE POST. 
co 
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580X SIN 362. GROUP IV 
FIGURE C37. PIN 8 BOND SHOWING RING OF INTERMETALL ICS (ARROW) . 
49 0X SIN 362 . GROUP IV 
FIGURE C38. V+ (PIN 7) METAL LI ZATION 
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REPRODUCffiILITY OF THE 
250X SIN 362, GROUP V I 
FIGURE C39. V- (PIN 4) METALLIZATION 
250X SiN 241 , GROUP II I 
FIGURE C40. EXAMPLE OF ALUMINUM RECONSTRUCTION AT THE 
BOND PADS . 
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650X SIN 85. GROUP II 
FIGURE C41. SEM PHOTO OF ALUMINUM RECONSTRUCTION AT 
THE PIN 5 BOND PAD. 
57X SIN 184, GROUP I 
FIGURE C42. EXAMPLE OF THE EXTENT OF ALUMINUM RECONSTRUCTION 
REVEALED BY GLASSIVATION REMOVAL. 
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490X SIN 123, GROUP I 
FIGURE C43. LIFT-OFF PATTERN OF THE PIN 1 BOND 
490X SIN 231. GROUP I I I 
FIGURE C44 . SMEARED PIN 7 BOND PAD. 
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490X SIN 223, GROUP I I I 
FIGURE C45. EXAMPLE OF CJND FAILURE DUE TO SEPARATION 
OF THE ALUt~INUM FROM THE Si02 (PIN 1). 
490X SIN 335 , GROUP IV 
FIGURE C46 . LIFT-OFF PATTERN OF PIN 7 SH:JW ING THE 
MOUND OF INTERMETALLICS (ARROw). 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR ' 
170;( SI N 581. GROUP V I 
FIGURE C47. SEM PHOTO OF THE FAILED PIN 6 WIRE (CENTER) 
WHICH BROKE AT 1. 8 GRAMS. THE LIH WIRE 
Bf:OKE AT 3.8 GRAMS AND THI: R/H WI RE BROKE 
AT 4.4 GRAMS. 
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